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THE RF FOUNTAIN OF THE NEW UNIFIED DIAMOND (shown above)
feeds into an Audio Basin and Power Geyser. See Page 3 for the constructional

Article on the Fountain.

IN THIS ISSUE ALSO An Audio Amplifier That Delighted
Everybody, by John F. Rider; The

Tuning of the Knickerbocker 4, by Herbert E. Hayden; The Strobodyne, by Brunsten
Brunn; The Victoreen, by Capt. Peter V. O'Rourke.
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Technical Excellence
Starts Paying

Big Dividends At Once!
WHATEVER you buy, only somebody's best opinion is being capitalized-perhaps your own.

You hope that what you buy will live up to your expectations in every respect.
Amid a wide choice of kits from which to build a radio receiver you may be puzzled which

one to choose. You welcome expert advice.
The Unified Diamond was built, tested, and perfected in Radio World's own laboratories by its staff

of experts, with the sole object of achieving an outstanding receiver. All that exists of technical
excellence went into that six -tube design.

Build the new Unified Diamond and have your expectations exceeded! Use the officially prescribed
parts, the same ones chosen by those experts in whom you have so much confidence. Then, the moment
you turn on the switch after completion of the set, you will know how wisely they-and you-
have chosen.

For, right away, you begin collecting dividends of joy and delight. Selectivity, tone, volume, beauty,
simplicity, newness, economy-these and more are qualities of the Unified Diamond.

The Radio Frequency Fountain
of the Unified Diamond consists of two radio
stages and detector, a single drum tuning all,
and the necessary switching and volume control.
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The Audio Frequency Basin
of the Unified Diamond consists of three resist-
ance coupled stages of amplification, using two
high mu tubes and one power tube.

Remler -Frost -Aero Products-Electrad
Amperite - Aerovox - Yaxley - Lynch
CeCo - Balsa - Bruno -- Turn -it

Acme Wire - Corbett - Eby
The Unified Diamond Group

145 West 45th Street, New York
110.643 THREE -IN -LIME REMLER TWIN ROTOR
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The Radio Frequency
Fountain

of the Unified Diamond
[The approach to the constructional series
on the unified Diamond, fully illustrated,
was published last week, issue of September
171

THE two component parts of the Uni-
fied Diamond, consisting of the Radio

Frequency Fountain and the Audio Fre-
quency Basin, afford a variety of choice
which should enable almost any home con-
structor to select any plan of construction
he prefers.

The Fountain is built the same no matter
what else is done. This Fountain consists
of two stages of tuned radio frequency
amplification and a tuned detector imput, a
Remler three -in -line condenser controlling
all.

The volume control is not a part of the
Fountain but of the Basin. However, as it
must be accessible it is placed on the front
panel, and lends itself to whatever selection
the constructor may make in regard to the
Basin.

The choice follows:
(a)-The Radio Frequency Fountain may

be constructed so that it alone is placed
inside of the cabinet, and the audio channel
is separately constructed and placed in a
console compartment.

(b)-The Audio Frequency Basin may
be constructed on a separate sub -panel 8%
by 6 inches, or thereabouts, and placed in-
side the 7 x 21 inch cabinet, along with the
Fountain.

Two extra Eby binding posts are placed
behind the second radio frequency socket
and thus the conventional contents -of the
cabinet are provided. That is, the six -tube
receiver is complete.

Furniture Often Deciding
What choice the constructor will make

depends upon his furniture equipment. If
he has a console or a radio table, he will
most likely desire to build only the radio
frequency part of the circuit in the 7 x 21 -
inch cabinet, and will carry the leads from
the detector tube downward to an audio
channel in the console compartment. If
neither console or table is available, then
the complete receiver will be wired for the
7 by 21 -inch cabinet, and this is very easily
accomplished.

Naturally those persons who have a long -
Mg for an extra power stage of audio feed-
ing 310 output tubes must have or get suit-
able table or console provision, and will most
likely decide to sink the entire audio into
the console, including the power stage.

Actual operation is unchanged, no matter

By the Laboratory Staff
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THE FILAMENT WIRING of the RF Fountain.

%%hat the choice may be, and personal
preference should prevail.

The front panel is 7 x 21 by 3 -16 -inch
bakelite and is drilled for volume control
at right and switch at left. The holes for
the volume control and switch are 3% inches
from the bottom and 5 inches from left and
right respectively, while the Remler drum
is mounted with the knob (not the window)
2% inches up and 1154 inches from the
right.

A round hole about PA inches is drilled
with center 4 inches up from the bottom
and 10% inches from left and right. The
only other provision on the front panel is
for securing the brackets. If the Bruno ad-
justable brackets are used the holes are 3
inches from top and 1% inches from bot-
tom, being 3/4. inches in from left and right
respectively.

Socket Placement
It is assumed that a sloping panel will be,

used, and the description will embody this
idea because if a straight panel is employed
no precaution need be taken which would
not be necessary for a sloping panel.

The socket shelf is 20 by 3 inches. It has
two holes in it for securing to the brackets
and these holes may be determined by actual
measurement upon the brackets. The bind-
ing posts are placed 1 inch in from left and
right respectively and 2 inches away from
each other, measured in a front and back
direction.

The sockets are mounted with centers as
follows when one is looking at the back of
the receiver:

The first socket is centered on the shelf
53 inch from right, and the second socket

has the same alignment 11l4 inches from
right. The detector socket is centered 21,8
inches from left.

Coil centers from left to right are: 3,
8/2, 14% inches. This disposition of parts
allows for a Lynch single mounting between
the detector input coil and the detector
socket, so that the variable grid leak is ac-
cessible.

The grid condenser may be mounted on
top of the socket shelf and the leak put
between the clips. The other system con-
templates the use of the grid condenser be-
low the socket shelf, the clips being there
merely for emergence purposes.

Simplified Wiring
The wiring of the Remler three -in -one

condenser is simplified by the fact that both
sections are insulated from the frame and
from each other, and are rotors. Hence
the grid connections may be made to the lugs
on the Remler condenser that are nearest
the socket shelf while the low potentials are
connected to the lugs that are nearest the
front panel.

The condenser used in the Unified Dia-
mond has a left-hand extension so that the
space to the left of the drum is occupied
by the condenser, leaving space on the right
for an audio channel, if it is decided to put
the channel in this compartment.

Naturally the filament leads that go to
the volume control are brought down per-
pendicularly through the special sub -panel
of the basin and then back to the top of
the shelf.

The coils have their terminals engraved
on the bakelite bases, so that the numbered
connections can be followed very readily.
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THE TUBES AND COILS are evenly distributed along the socket shelf.
ground posts are at right.

Refer the diagram published last week on
page 8, and which also will be found on
page 2 of this week's issue. Holes are
drilled right close to the coil terminals so
that the wire may be passed down through
these drill holes.

Phasatrol's Place
The Phasatrol is located under the socket

shelf and directly under the second RF coil,
that is, the coil feeding the second RF stage.
Hence it is centered 8% inches from right.

The bypass condenser of .5 mfd. is placed
under the detector input coil. When the
wiring is done it will be found that B plus
RF extends right close by, and one side of
the bypass condenser connects to this. The
other side, to A -minus, which is also close
at hand.

The .001 bypass condenser goes from the
plate of the detector tube to A minus and
is located at the left-hand side as a socket
shelf underneath.

Likewise the three 1A amperites are put
underneath the socket shelf, the holes for
the mounting being centered and the dis-
tances being 5% inches from right, 111/4
inches from right and 23/4 inches from left,
considering only the socket shelf as seen
from the ruler.

If the layout of parts is established as
explained, the holes for the sockets will
locate themselves. The wiring is carried
out in orthodox fashion.

The Binding Posts
As for the binding posts, there is one post

for antenna and one for ground, and so
marked. At the opposite end of the shelf
only one post is necessary, so that a lead
may be carried from the plate to the de-
tector tube down to the Audio Basin. If

LIST OF PARTS
for the Audio Frequency Basin
Organic Kit, with List Prices

Three Lynch .1 meg. metallized re-
sistors $2.25

Three Lynch 2 meg. metallized resist-
ors 1.50

One Lynch .002 meg. (2,000 ohms)
metallized resistor 1.00

Three Lynch double mountings 1.50
Three Frost sockets, No. 530 1.20
Three Aerovox .01 mfd. moulded con-

densers, No. 1450 2.70
One Aerovox .5 mfd. bypass conden-

ser, No. 250 .90
One 4A Amperite 1.00
One Amperite mounting .10
Two. Eby binding posts (speaker
speaker -). .30

Inorganic Kit
One 7x4x3-16 inch Bakelite base.
Five feet for base.
Six lengths of Acme flexible Celatsite.

Accessories
Two CeCo type G tubes for sockets 4

and 5; one CeCo type F for socket 6.
One Lata Balsa Wood Reproducer.
One Pacent Phonovox.

+,

The antenna -

this is not desired, the lead may be carried
to the audio channel within the 7 x 21
inch cabinet, as previously explained. No
binding posting is necessary for B plus de-
tector, as this connection may be always
made to the B battery at one end of the
detector plate resistor. Nevertheless, for
appearances sake, and to provide for any
contingencies, it is just as well to have two
posts, one plus and the other minus, and
then if you are deciding to build a basin in
the 7 x 21 inch cabinet along with the
fountain, two more posts should be provided.
These would be respectively 73/4 inches from
left and 10% inches from right, and would
be close to the P and G posts of the second
RF tube.

In case the output is to be taken in this
fashion it is suggested that instead of hav-
ing all the sockets on a center line that they
be moved so that the center is 1 inch from
one long edge of the strip instead of 13/4
inches in, thereby preserving the alignment
for the sockets and leaving ample room for
the output binding posts.

[Balancing the Radio Frequency Fountain of
the Unified Diamond will be discussed next
week, issue of October 1. Balancing is very
imPortant. Follow this phase closely.]

LISTS OF PARTS
For the Radio Frequency Fountain

Organic Kit, with List Prices
One Remler three -in -line .00035 mfd.

condenser, No. 643 $15.00
One Render drum tuning control, No.

110 (including pilot lamp P) 4.50
One Aero Universal antenna coil, U-

963 4.50
Two Aero Universal wave trap unit

coils, U-43 8.00
One Frost 500,000 ohm potentiometer,

with switch, No. S1895 (switch is Si
in diagram) 2.10

Three Frost sockets, No. 530- 1.20
One Electrad Phasatrol 2.75
Three IA Amperites 3.00
Three Amperite mountings .30
One Aerovox .001 mfd. moulded con-

denser, No. 1450 .40
Two Aerovox .5 mfd. moulded con-

densers, No. 250 1.80
One Aerovox .00025 mfd. moulded grid

condenser with clips, No. 1475 .40
One Improved Turn-lt variable grid

leak 1.00
One Yaxley No. 10 switch (S2 in

diagram) .50
Two extra Remler knobs, one for

Yaxley switch, the other for the
Frost potentiometer switch .50

Four Eby binding posts (Ant., God ,±, -) .69

Inorganic Kit
One 2%x20x3g-inch Bakelite socket

strip (note 1/4 -inch thickness).
One 7x21x3-16-inch Bakelite front panel.
One Lynch single mounting (optional).
One pair of Bruno or Benjamin adjust.

able brackets.
Six lengths of Acme Celatsite.

`Accessories
Two CeCo type K tubes for sockets 1

and 2; one CeCo type H tube for socket
3.

One 7x21 -inch Corbett sloping cabinet,
model TS, 10 inches deep, (genuine wal-
nut or genuine mahogany; specify which)

One Brach antenna kit.
One Acme 5 -wire cable.

Transient Voltages
Often Are Startling

Transient voltages in a radio receiver
are sometimes ruinous to the component
parts. Choke coil and transformer wind-
ings may be burned out or the insulation
punctured by them. By-pass and stopping
condensers may be broken down by the
surges. Coupling resistors may be per-
manently damaged.

The sources of the voltage transients
are legion. Some are man-made and
others are natural. They more frequently
enter the receiver at radio frequency than
at audio frequency. They cannot be
tuned out because they occur at all fre-
quencies. They are induced in the tuned
circuits by shock excitation and for that
reason they build up for any frequency
1.0 Ns Ilich the circuit may be tuned.

As an example of man-made static
which ruined by-pass condensers may be
mentioned the sparking of an elevator
motor. The voltages induced in a five-
tube Neutrodyne of well-known make)
were so strong as to break down the by-
pass condenser across the B battery just
as fast as it was put in.

Affect Windings, Too
This case was more severe as to its

effect on reception than static ever gets,but it was not necessarily as violent as
static sometimes becomes. A static crash
due to lightning occurs now and then
which is strong enough to break down
condensers much more thoroughly in-
sulated than the condenser used in the

Neutrodyne in question. Now, if it is true
that static and man-made voltage tran-
sients can break down condensers they
can also break down transformer wind-
ings. The voltage waves constituting the
transients are very irregular, and they
have very steep gradients. That is, if
the voltages were represented by curves
these would have high peaks and very
steep slopes. Under such conditions the
induced voltages will be very high in the
last stage of the amplifier. The elastic
electric stresses set up in the windings
may be too great for the insulation, and a
burn -out is the result.

It would seem that stopping condensers
in the grid circuits of direct coupled
amplifiers would be exempt from the rav-
ages of transient voltages, but not so.

What the Voltage Is
The voltage across the stopping con-

denser is the sum of the grid and plate
voltages applied to a given coupler be-
tween two tubes. When violent surges
occur these voltages are changed very
greatly.

Even the grid resistors in a direct
coupled circuit are subject to break -down
as a result of voltage surges. When vio-
lent crashes of static or other similar volt-
age surges occur, the grid goes positive
and as a result a heavy grid current flows.
This may be more than the leak has been
intended for, and consequently it cannot
be expected to stand up.
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First It Must Last
The A'ecy uisites for an Inexpensive,

Simple, SSttrr.tng Aerial Mast

By Elliott H Sharp
WHEN the infant industry, radio, put

on its baby pair of shoes 'way back in
the dim, dark ages ten years ago, some of
its most enthusiastic supporters were the
grade and high school boys of America. To-
gether with this army of interested ama-
teurs were a few of the older generation
who had the time to devote to rigging up
their own sets. Unlike most industries, radio
was developed largely as a result of the
widespread interest shown in it by such
ardent amateur fans as these, who built up
receiving sets as best they could, using bed-
springs for an aerial and the register for
ground. Thanks to them, the huge demand
for adequate receiving sets was created.

Now the tired business man, who at first
had time only to sit by and watch his son
play with a thirty-six cent set, comes home,
turns a couple of dials and listens in on
music and talks from any part of the coun-
try. Radio has discarded its baby shoes and
donned short trousers.

One of the important factors in radio is
the aerial. While not always essential, the
outside aerial is of great advantage to prac-
tically any receiving set. When radio was
being conceived in the minds of inventors,
the boys of the country were being satisfied
with their amateur telegraph or, more espe-
cially, wireless sets. For these they had
erected aerials of one sort or another. These
they ultimately transferred to their radio
set-ups.

More and More Aerials
As radio got out of the baby talk stage

and. began to speak without the stuttering
which at first characterized it, more and
more aerials sprang up all over the country.
They flew from clothes poles and brick
chimneys, from the ridge -pole of one house
to the ridge -pole of the house next door,
from flag -pole to porch post. With further
development and progress, such as attended
in part the less extensive game of wireless,
receivers wanted masts for their aerials,
masts which would not only serve their pur-
pose better than makeshift aerial supports,
but which would also look far neater.

Innumerable are the types of masts which
were used and are still being used. One es-
sential prerequisite for every mast, however,
is that it be sturdy. Of course metal, being
far stronger and more durable than wood, is
consequently more popular with radio fans.
But for those who have little money to in-
vest in their sets, metal masts are apt to be
thought too expensive. It isn't every dad
who can go to an extensive layout for his
son. Nor every dad who is prepared to do
so for himself.

As a matter of fact, however, the fan who
wants a metal mast for his radio, one that
will last out the roughest tornado, the most
continuous rains, the bleakest of winters,
need not go to ally great expense to have
one. He has but to secure some scrap pipe
and steel bars or angle irons, and then call
in the services of the welder in his com-
munity.

It's Inexpensive

Scrap pipe and steel bars or angle irons
are always cheap. Often they can be had
gratis, after a little search around a fac-
tory or shop clump pile. A welder's
charge for his part of the bargain will be
comparatively little.

Upper-Looking up through the lattice of a welded aerial. This construction will
survive high winds.

Left-"Fresno Welding Works," faintly visible in outline letters strung between tre
two towers, gives unusual advertising value to a California broadcaster's installation.

Right-W. L. Samelson, designer of the triangular welded radio towers of the Fresno
Welding Co. and a ten -foot section. Note the straight straps on one side to be used

as a ladder.

The trick, then, is as inexpensive as it
is simple. The sketch shows how the fin-
ished job will look. And here you have
directions for making the mast.

Suppose your masts are to be about 40
feet high. The best procedure is to make
each in two sections, the lower section
being of 1 inch pipe and the upper of
44 inch. However, in the event that pieces
of the desired length cannot be secured,
it is perfectly feasible to use shorter
lengths. These pieces are welded to-
gether and, since an oxy-acetylene welded
joint is just as strong as the base metal
itself (in this case the pipe), the mast will
be as sturdy as could be desired.

If steel bars are procured for cross -
arms instead of angle irons, they can be
heated with an oxygen blowpipe and bent
to the desired shape for welding to the
mast.

It is advisable to have these "queen
posts," nine of which are used on each
mast, of different lengths; for instance, 12
inches, 18 inches and 15 inches.

How It's Done
With an oxygen blowpipe they are cut

to the desired length and holes are pierced
in the end of each one for stay wires.
Finally the cross -arms are welded to the
mast with steel or bronze welding rod,
three together at intervals of ten feet, as
shown in the sketch. The shortest cross -
arms are best placed nearest the top and
the longest in the middle.

A cap is next welded on the end of the
mast, and an eye bolt is inserted through
a hole cut with the blowpipe. The radio
fan will find that it is best to secure this

bolt by welding, since it must support the
strain of the pulley and aerial wires.

There are various kinds of bases for the
mast that can be used. The best kind,
and it is not very expensive, is a concrete
block. Or again, the mast can be fitted
into a pipe nipple which has been secured
in such a block. A fillet weld of bronze
will then secure the mast to this base pipe.
Or if need be, the mast can simply be
sunk ill the ground, although something
of firmer nature is best to support the
upward pull of the stays.

Advantages Gained

These guy wires, which have been
strung from the top of the mast down
through the holes which have been cut
ill the ends of the cross -arms, are tight-
ened at the base by means of turnbuckles
attached to small eyebolts, set in the
concrete. Care should be taken before
it is raised that the mast is straight, for
tightening the turnbuckle will not
straighten it.

The listener -in will readily appreciate
the advantages of this mast. The fact
that it is compact because it requires no
guy wires which extend all over the lot,
will meet especially with his approval. But
more than this; it is as cheap as it is
light. Such a set of masts can be erected
for ten dollars or less. And it can be
put up in an afternoon. Its most striking
feature, however, is its strength and dura-
bility. The radio enthusiast will find that
it is strong enough not only to last out
his own lifetime but until the youngster
alluded to earlier in the story has gray
whiskers that extend down to his knees.
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THIS depicts an electrolytic con-
denser built according to the de-
scription given in the accompany-
ing article. It has a capacity of
over 3,000 mfd., having been formed
at about 7.5 volts. Used as a ripple

remover it is quite effective.
HE first thing to decide on in mak-
ing an electrolytic condenser is the type

of jar to use. The size would depend on the
capacity that is wanted, and this may be
easily 5,000 m.f.d. It may be anything from
a tiny ointment jar to a large fruit jar. The
jar should have straight sides nearly all the
way up to the cap. The mouth should be
nearly as wide as the diameter of the
main body. It should be provided with a
suitable cap, either of the screw or the
spring variety. It should be possible to seal
the cap so thoroughly that no water can
leak out anywhere, but it should not be air-
tight. The cap should be either of metal
or workable insulating material. Glass is
not suitable.

Suppose a quart fruit jar with a metal
cap with spring lock be selected for a large
capacity condenser. The terminals of the
condenser should be mounted on the cap,
but since this is metal they cannot both be
mounted on it directly. At least one of them
must be insulated from the cap. Several
methods can be employed, but that of in-
sulting bushings for the central electrode is
one of the simplest and best.

Cut Fairly Large Hole
A fairly large hole is cut in the center

of the metal cap. Then two large hard
rubber or fibre washers are placed over the
hole, one on each side of the metal. A bind-
ing post is mounted in the central hole. The
inside diameter of the washers should be
no larger than just to accommodate the
binding post and the outside diameter should
be at least half an inch greater than the
diameter of the central hole in the metal.
When the binding post is screwed up tightly
the washers and the post will be held se-
curely in the center. However, lest there
be any chance of play it is well to secure
them still further by means of a couple of
2-56 machine screws through the washers
and the metal.

The second binding post should be mount-
ed near one side of the cap and directly on
the metal. If the metal is not thick enough
to support the two binding posts it is well
to extend the central washers as far as the
edges of the jar permit, and then mount
both binding posts on this reinforcement.
Only the center post -need be insulated from
the metal cap.

Prevention of Convection
Now it is well to prevent electric convec-

tion over the surface of the cap, which might
become of considerable magnitude as soon
as the under -surface of the cap is wet. This
can be done by dipping the entire cap with
the binding posts in place in melted paraffine.

Let us now turn our attention to the alum-
inum electrode, which is the most important
part of the condenser. A good grade of
aluminum is essential. One may buy the
aluminum from a house specializing in
chemicals or from any other reliable con -

An Electrolytic
Condenser

Full Directions on How
to Make One

By J. E. Anderson
Consulting Engineer; Contributing Editor;
Associate, Institute of Radio Engineers

cern, to be sure that the metal is pure. The
thickness of the aluminum for this particu-
lar job may have any value from .005" to
.020". Procure a strip of this at least 18
inches long and 3 inches wide. This will
make the effective area of the aluminum 128
square inches.

Cut a tab about t. inch wide and 2%
inches long off one end of the aluminum
sheet, leaving this tab attached to the main
sheet for about % inch. Bend this tab so
that it will extend about 2 inches to one
side of the main sheet. At the end of the
tab drill a hole large enough to accommo-
date the binding post expressly provided for
it on the cap of the jar.

Now rub both sides of the alumnium sheet
thoroughly with emery cloth until every
spot is clean and bright. Then corrugate
the sheet in the manner of the metal sheet
on a washboard, but make the pitch of the
cororugations steeper. The idea is to get
the 18 -inch strip into a space less than 10
inches long. Do this job neatly. If the
corrugation has been overdone it is always
poossible to stretch the sheet a bit to make
it the proper length. Bend into a circle
which will just slip into the jar.

Fingers Off From Now On
Now boil the corrugated sheet in a strong

solution of caustic potash to remove all
trace of grease. Keep the fingers off the
aluminum from now on. Rinse in clean
water and insert into the quart jar. If the
corrugated ring of aluminum sheet does not
fit well in the jar it can be spread with
some clean tools until the ring fits against
the glass wall. There should be ample room
in the center of the aluminum ring for the
negative electrode. The tab, which should
extend above the top of the jar a little,
should be adjusted so that it fits over the
binding post when the cap is put in place.

Next comes the negative electrode. This
can well be a rod of lead a quarter -inch
in diameter or equivalent electrode. Clean
it and attach it to the central binding post
on the cap of the jar. The rod of lead
should extend to the bottom of the jar, and
it should be stiff enough not to bend and
come in contact with the aluminum when
the jar is tilted.

The next ingredient is a saturated solution
of ammonium phosphate. Fill the jar nearly
full with distilled water. This can be pro-
cured from a drug store or a battery service
station. Then put as much of the ammon-
ium phosphate crystals into the jar as will
dissolve. The crystals will not dissolve very
rapidly and it is well to let stand over night
with an ample supply of crystals. If there
are any crystals left the next morning all
is well, otherwise add a few more.

When the solution has dissolved all the
crystals it will hold, and with the aluminum
electrode immersed, pour a layer of thin
mineral oil on top of the solution. A quar-
ter of an inch of oil is enough.

Now apply the cap with the lead electrode
attached. Clamp down tightly and seal
around the edges with paraffine wax. The
seal should now be thorough enough to pre-
vent spilling of the liquid, but not tight
enough to prevent the escape of gas. If
there is not a small vent hole near the
center of the cap, it is well to drill one.
It need not be larger than a 1-16 inch.

The center electrode is the negative and
the off -center is the positive, as has been
stated before. The posts should be plainly
marked with their polarities.

The next operation is to form the con-
denser. Suppose it is to be used as a ripple
remover across the output of a 5 -volt rec-
tifier. The voltage will not exceed 7 volts
at any time. Hence the condenser may be
formed at 8 volts. Any source of direct
current having a pressure of 8 volts can be
used, for example an 8 -volt storage battery.

The positive terminal of the source is con-
nected to the positive (aluminum) electrode
of the condenser -to -be. The negative elec-
trode of the source is connected through a
resistance to the negative of the condenser.
The resistance in series is adjusted to a
suitable value, and the condenser will begin
to form. The value of the resistance might
be 20 ohms and it must be able to carry at
least one ampere.

Finishing Touches

The forming will be accompanied by a
profuse generation of bubbles, which indi-
cate the liberation of gas. This gas must
escape through the vent hole. The amount
of gas, and hence the number of bubbles, is
proportional to the current flowing through
the condenser. As the forming goes on the
number of bubbles decreases, indicating that
the current also is decreasing. The forming
may be continued over a period of 24 hours,
after which time the number of bubbles
should be very small. They will not cease
entirely.

If a milliammeter is inserted in series
with the condenser when the number of bub-
bles is very small the current will also be
small. If the condenser is well formed the
current might be down to a fraction of a
milliampere; if it is not made quite so well
the current might be as high as 20 millam-
peres. But even if the current is up to
that value, the condenser will serve well as
a ripple remover. A little leakage current
through the condenser is of no conseouence.

Mark the forming voltage on the con-
denser very plainly. It cannot be used safely
for any higher voltage. If connected to a
higher voltage a high current will flow
again and this might be so high as to dam-
age other parts of the circuit.

The condenser can be formed for a higher
voltage with a higher voltage at any time.
It is only necessary to connect a suitable
resistance in series until a thicker film has
been built up on the aluminum plate.
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Preserving 100% T v.
Efficiency in he ictoreen

By Capt. Peter V O'Rourke

THE ATTRACTIVE LAYOUT of the 1928 Victoreen Universal, showing placement of coils and the 112 Victoreen audio unit,
as well as Eby sockets, condenser and all other parts.

[The construction of the 1928 Uictoreen
Universal was described in the September 3,
10 and 17 issues.]

AFEATURE often overlooked in radio
receivers is proper by-passing. In many

cases by-pass condensers which are too large
are used. In other cases the condensers are
not large enough or are omitted.

When the by-pass condenser is used to
provide a low impedance route for the radio
frequency currents across a high impedance
audio device, two forces enter to decide the
size of the condenser to use, and these forces
pull in opposite directions.

The first is the requirement of using as
large a condenser as possible across the
high audio impedance in order that the by-
passing shall be as thorough as practical.
The other is the requirement that the by-pass
condenser be as small as possible in order
that the high audio frequency currents be not
depressed as well as the radio frequency
currents. A compromise is necessary, and
just how much weight is given to the op-
posing requirements depends on the position
of a given by-pass condenser and on the
circuit in which it is used.

Victoreen Considerations

Let us consider the by-pass condenser
across the primary of the first audio trans-
former in the Universal Victoreen. If this
condenser is not used, no satisfactory re-
sults can be obtained. The detector tube
will not operate properly. If the condenser
is too large the output of the receiver will
be too boomy and the articulation in speech
will be very poor.

Now, if this receiver were an ordinary cir-
cuit the by-pass condenser would not have
to be larger than .0005 mfd. because the
radio frequency currents would be high and
this condenser would not offer much im-
pedance.

The effect of this condenser would be en-
tirely negligible on any of the audible fre-
quencies. But this is a Super -Heterodyne
in which the frequency to be by-passed is
only one -fifth of the lowest radio fre-
quency in the broadcast band. This would
call for a by-pass condenser of .0025 mfd.

to get the same by-passing in the Super -
Heterodyne. The condenser chosen by the
Victoreen engineers is a .002 mfd. Dubilier,
a value which gives the best compromise
in this case. If the condenser were made
large the higher notes would be somewhat
suppressed by it; if it were smaller the
detector would not work efficiently.

Another Important Point

Another condenser of importance is the
large Tobe by-pass in the oscillator. Its
value has no effect on the audio frequency
output and therefore we are not limited as
to the size to use. It does serve to complete
the oscillating circuit and is essentially in
series with the oscillator tuning condenser.
This fact makes it desirable to use as large
a condenser as possible in order that it shall
have as little effect on the tuning as pos-
sible. But there is no object of using an im-
mensely large condenser here since all the
currents in it will be at radio frequency.
The one mfd. Tobe selected by the Victor-
een engineers is entirely satisfactory.

A feature which has ordinarily been re-
garded as a luxury in a Super -Heterodyne
is a voltmeter on the panel. It is begin-
ning to be regarded as a necessity. \Vhen
one is mounted on the Lignole panel to-
gether with a master rheostat, the voltage
on the filaments is always known and it can
be kept in correct adjustment at all times.

Cost Low Now

Very good voltmeters can now be ob-
tained at a cost which is small in com-
parison with the total cost of accessories.
and it is a good insurance against run down
A batteries and interrupted service. With
a few changes in the wiring the same volt-
meter can also be used as a check on the
B battery voltage, when such is used. If
a B battery eliminator is used the volt-
meter used will have to be more expensive
and be of the high resistance per volt type.
But this can also be used to measure the
filament voltage.

\Vhen first turning on a Super-Hetero-
dvne it may happen that nothing comes
through. A check of the wiring may show

that everything is apparently according with
the diagram. Yet the circuit 11,,e s not de-
liver a note. Do not immediately jump at
the conclusion that something is wrong with
the parts. The chances favor they are all
right and that the trouble lies in the wiring.
The following test will help to locate the
trouble.

First take out all the tubes from the
sockets and connect a milliammeter or a
voltmeter of low resistance in the negative
lead of the B battery, that is, in the lead
running from the battery or eliminator to
the minus B post on the set. Now insert a
tube in the last stwket. [toes it light?

Other Trouble Cures

If it does the filament circuit can be
eliminated as the source of trouble.

Does the meter in the circuit show a de-
flection when the plate voltage is turned
on? If it does, the plate circuit of that
tube is continuous. Now vary the grid bias
on the tube while the meter is still in the
circuit. noes an increase in the negative
bias decrease the reading on the meter, and
vice versa? If it does, the grid circuit is
continuous.

Remove the tube from the last socket and
insert the same tube in next preceding soc-
ket and repeat all the tests. Do they test
as they should ? If so, the first audio stage
is probably all right. Do the same for
every tube in the circuit, one at a time. In
the two detectors the grid bias can be in-
serted across the grid leak temporarily. This
process should reveal a defect if the circuit
does not operate and it should tell whether
the defect is in the grid or the plate cir-
cuit. Having found approximately where
the defect is, bracket it in and catch it like
a ball player is caught off bases. Then com-
plete the circuit or else substitute the de-
fective part.

These tests do not show whether the
windings in the grid and plate circuits are
short-circuit, only that the circuits are com-
plete. To test where audio transformer
windings are short-circuited measure the
voltage of a small battery with the volt-
meter in series with the suspected winding.
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The Audio Amplifier
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THE WIRING diagram of the audio amplifier that brought nothing but praise from
vocal experts, radio engineers and acoustical scientists.

.By John F. Rider
Associate Institute of Radio Engineers

THIS is an account about an audio am-
plifier-the amplifier I am using at my

home. am submitting its constructional
details to the radio fan public because I am
certain that it will be of interest to them.

Many radio enthusiasts have ascertained
that friendly animosity exists among radio
receiver owners as well as among friendly
golfers. It is quite difficult to please one's
friends with a radio receiver installation.
Fault-finding is easy; the comments are
various. Sometimes the criticism is justi-
fied, at other times the adverse comment is
wholly unjust. Be that as it may, someone
will usually express an adverse opinion.

But when the day arrives when all who
listen to an amplifier -speaker combination
declare it to be excellent, then it is time to
sit up and take notice. When all who listen
to the amplifier used in conjunction with
various types of receivers, declare it to be
beyond reproach, then one has attained a
goal. And when this group of listeners in-
cludes men and women well versed in music,
familiar with speech enunciation, acoustics
and radio, the complimentary reaction bears
much significance.

Stands Acid Test

It is for these reasons that I am submit-
ting this constructional article for public
perusal. The unit described in the text
successfully withstood the acid test. I want
my readers fully to appreciate what I am
saying; not to misconstrue any of my state-
ments. My remarks are not intended as a
conventional laudatory discourse upon an
audio amplifier. I am enthusiastic about my
audio amplifier. I want to instil some of
this enthusiasm into my readers, because I
am certain that they will not be disap-
pointed. I am stating the facts of the case.

I was surprised to receive the multitudin-
ous approval. Not that I personally did
not believe in my amplifier, for I was posi-
tive that my confidence was well placed, but
when "we" (to steal Col. Lindbergh's com-
ment) received hearty approval, I was grati-
fied and felt that the combination as a unit
could be recommended with a free hand and
without any reservations.

Unfortunately I am not in a position to
express on my typewriter the pleasing har-
mony of sound obtainable with the equip-
ment which I will .describe in subsequent
paragraphs. I personally and many of my
friends believe this unit to afford the closest
approximation to the original. The para-
mount factor necessary for good musical
reproduction is present, the faithful main-
tenance of the relative amplitudes of the
fundamental and harmonic frequencies.  It
is this characteristic which results in the
excellent reproduction of music and speech;
particularly noticeable with the feminine
voice. The original harmony between the low
and high audio frequencies is preserved.
This audio amplifier -speaker combination
operating with conventional radio frequency
amplifiers and detector circuits has thrilled
perfect strangers.

I have been thrilled, truly thrilled, by the
reproduction, and I am giving my honest
opinion when I state that I have listened in
ecstacy to the reproduction available with
this amplifier. I do not say that such re-
ceiver reproduction has not been accom-
plished by some of my readers. I do not
know, hence cannot pass opinion. Neither
do I say that the results I am obtaining are
not obtainable with some other system or
achieved in some other manner, but I have
accomplished it in the manner shown and
am therefore describing this installation.

Before I enter upon the description of the
unit I wish to make some comment upon the
associated equipment. It is not absolutely
necessary that every fan utilize exactly the
radio frequency systems I employed. I

have experimented with practically every
conventional radio frequency and detector
circuit and can say with perfect impunity
and without fear of contradiction that any
t+adio frequency and detector system may
be employed if certain rules are followed.

The radio frequency amplifier must
be stable in operation.

2 The radio frequency amplifier should
possess sufficient selectivity and yet

operate much below the point of oscillation;
in this manner diminishing sideband cutoff.

The detector should not be overloaded,
vr  and the carrier wave component in
the plate circuit should be properly bypassed
and excluded from the audio amplifier.

4 The plate voltage source should be in
 good condition.

The correct plate voltages should be5 applied to the tubes.

6 The audio frequency stage feeding the amplifier unit should contain a
high quality audio frequency coupling unit.

If the above mentioned rules are adhered
to, this audio amplifier unit can be utilized
with any radio frequency and detector cir-
cuit.

Use With Any Good Receiver
The unit is an audio amplifier to be used

in conjunction with any receiver and is fed
from the first stage of audio amplification.
The use of a single stage of audio amplifi-
cation preceding the amplifier is not a strict
reservation. If so desired the amplifier unit
can be coupled directly to the detector tube
in the receiver. The use of the single -stage
unit, however, augments the utility of the
amplifier in that it may be placed at some
point distant from the receiver.

The system of amplification is a combina-
tion of transformer coupled push-pull and
impedance coupled push-pull with impedance
coupled push-pull output. The input is
transformer coupled and the other tubes are
impedance coupled. The input tubes are of
the lA type and the output tubes of the 171
type, four tubes being used in all, each stage
utilizing two tubes.

I do not wish to enter into a discussion of
push-pull amplification, its merits and ad-
vantages. Much has been written upon this
subject and I do not wish to bore the readers
with more technical explanations. Let it
suffice to say that push-pull audio amplifica-
tion affords advantages unavailable with
other system. The selection of the combina-
tion of transformer coupled push-pull and
impedance coupled push-pull had been medi-
tated upon for a long time. With and effi-
cient and stable radio -frequency amplifying
system and a good speaker a push-pull am-
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Fhat Pleased Everybody
LISTS OF PARTS

One Samson push-pull input trans
former type X.

Two Aerovox No. 400 filter condensers
(400 volts) 4 mfd C3 and C4.

Four Amsco type 102 sockets.
Two Amperites type 112 (A3 and A4).
Two Amperites type IA (Al and A2).
Two Samson plate impedance, type P.
Two Samson grid impedances, type G.
One Westinghouse Micarta Panel Black

7x18x%".
One Samson output impedance type Z.
One Jewell 0 to 50 DC milliamraeter.
One Eleetrad battery switch.
Two boxes of Acme Celatsite wire.
Ten binding posts.
One baseboard 7x17.5x".

plifier of this nature possesses the charac-
teristics essential for fidelity reproduction.
Hence this amplifier.

The Output Coupling
As to the oupput impedance coupling, a

comparison of the relative energy transfer
from the output tube to the speaker with
impedance -capacity coupling and with trans-
former coupling may be of interest to the
reader. With a 171 tube in the output socked
and the input being a series of low frequen-
cies, the ratio of energy transfer was 1.30
for the impedance -choke combination and
1.00 for the transformer. The speaker used
was of high quality. On high audio fre-
quencies the ratio of energy transfer was
approximately 2 for the choke -condenser
system and 1.00 for the transformer. With
a 210 in the output stage, the ratios were a
little lower but still in favor of the imped-
ance -capacity coupling. The reasons for the
selection of impedance -capacity coupling to
the sneaker are evident.

The coupling condensers in the impedance
coupled stage, designated as Cl and C2 are
mica condensers moulded in Bakelite, thus
precluding the possibility of distortion, due
to moisture absorption and consequent low-
ering of the insulation resistance, under
which circumstances some portion of the
plate voltage applied to the plate of the
preceding tube would find its way to the grid
of the succeeding tube and even injure the
tube. This is a very important detail. The
output coupling condensers C3 and C4 are
filter condensers rated at 400 volts. They
are non inductively wound, have a low
power and a high value of insulation resis-
tance.

Advocates a Meter

An illustration shows the front view of
the panel showing the distortion meter and
the battery switch. The rear view of the
panel is given. The panel is black and of
Micarta, with excellent electrical qualities.
This is essential. since the meter on the
panel is at high potential. The quality of
the material is such that it is impervious to
moisture, will not change color and will not
warp. All these details are important when
one constructs a unit which is to last for a
long time.

The distortion meter as I call it, is in
-my estimation one of the most important
adjuncts of any audio amplifier, since it
affords the owner a means of visually ob-
serving the presence of distortion and tube
overloading, and furthermore facilitates the
adjustment of the correct B and C voltages.

1 heartily recommend and have recommended
frequently that each and every receiver
owner install such a meter if possible. It
"is connected into the plate circuit of the

THE TOP NEW layout of parts and transformer connections are shown, as well as
the front panel view.

output tube or tubes and shows the plate
current fluctuations when the signal is pas-
sing through the tube. Its fluctuations are
interpreted as indicating tube overloading or
freedom from tube overloading. A fluctua-
tion greater than 10% of the steady plate
current reading, (without any AC input) is
permissible. A fluctuation greater than 10%
indicates tube overloading or incorrect
values of B or C voltage.

How Amperites Work
The layout of the parts of the amplifier

are shown. For the present we will ignore
the AC transformer drawn in dotted lines.
Looking down upon the baseboard with the
rear edge nearest the observer, the image
would appear as shown. The input would
be to the right and the output to the left.
The designations marked upon the drawing
are as mentioned in the list of parts.

The amperites are the automatic filament
control units and maintain the filament at
the correct potential. In addition they per-
mit the interchanging of tubes with greatest
ease. When a tube is changed and the fila-
ment specifications differ, the correct fila-
ment control can be obtained by simply in-
serting the required amperite into its allotted
mounting. The quarter -ampere units are
utilized for the input tubes SI and S2. The
.5 ampere units (112) are utilized for the
171 tubes.

The construction will not require the
services of a trained radio technician. The
layout of the parts should be followed. The
respective plate, grid, battery and filament
terminals are designated on the units and
the wiring can be followed with the greatest

ease. Fans who have had meagre experi-
ence with push-pull units should not he sur-
prised at the two grid terminals and the
single filament terminal on the push-pull
transformer secondary; nor at the two plate
terminals and single battery terminal on the
output impedance. The terminals of the
plate and grid impedances should be wired
into the circuit as designated. It may be
wise to correlate the wiring with the parts
layout.

The two posts on the primary of the type
X unit are connected to the two input ter-
minals. Remember which is the B and
which is the P connection. One grid ter-
minal of the Type X unit is connected to the
grid terminal of SI and the other grid ter-
minal of the same unit is connected to the
grid terminal of S2. The filament terminal
on type X unit is connected to the G minus
binding posts nearest the input binding posts.

(Continued an page 18)

SET BUILDERS
In the September 17 issue of Radio World.

the SHOW NUMBER, appeared ten absorbing
technical articles. and thirty -me fascinating
illustrations. This is an issue well worth keeping.
It contains the Knickerbocker Four, a simple to
build. yet highly efficient set, using one tuned
RF stage, a regenerative detector and two trans-
former AF stages, by Herbert E. Hayden; the
c,-.-4wsli.inr. a supersensitive 13 -tube Super -
Heterodyne, by Bunsten Bruno; the Unified Dia-
mond, an ingeniously designed 6 -tube set, by the
Lab, staff; the Victoreen. the ever -popular $'tube
Super -Heterodyne. by Capt. P. V. O'Rourke; a
6 -tube AC operated set, by R. F. Goodwin and
S. S. Bur -no; the 1.Dial Witz, by A. Irving Wit.;
a 3 -Foot Powertone Cone Speaker on a Pedestal,
by Leon Adelman: and A 5,000 mfd. Fixed Con-
denser, by J. E. Anderson. Send 15c. for this
issue or begin your subscription with this issue.
RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th St., N. Y. C.
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DX
[The theory and construction of the

Knickerbocker Four were discussed in last
week's issue, September 17.]

hunting for a whole evening withD a regenerative receiver without a
single squeal! That is the astounding
experience which I have just enjoyed.
The results were surprising to me, al-
though I had thought I was well familiar
with the set before. In view of that ex-
perience on DX, I believe that I have just
begun to explore the possibilities of the
Knickerbocker Four.

As I turned the two dials of the receiver
in unison, station after station rolled in
with strong volume and perfect clarity.
For some reason or other it seemed that
even static was absent. Whether this was
a property of the set or a lucky coinci-
dence I am not prepared to say. But it
is a fact that the noise level was very
low, and the received signals, both DX
and local, were enjoyable.

I might have established a record for
the number of DX stations received in
one evening had there been any desire on
the part of the announcers to cooperate.
There was none whatsoever. Sometimes a
station would play half a dozen numbers
without giving its identity.

Uniformity the Motto
Uniformity is a word applicable to the

Knickerbocker Four. It has a uniform
sensitivity over the entire broadcast band.
It does not amplify the higher frequencies
to the point of squealing, as is the case
with most receivers, but it does amplify
them almost up to the oscillating point.
This stability at the higher radio fre-
quencies is not gained by the sacrifice of
the amplification of the lower frequencies.
Not at all, for the amplification at 550
kc is as great as it is at 1,500 kc.

And there is no partiality shown to any
of the intermediate frequencies. The cir-
cuit has a uniform amplification charac-
teristic over the entire broadcast spec-
trum. As a direct result of this there was
no blocking of the grid of the detector
at any setting of the tuning dials, al-
though a 2-megohm leak was used.

Another delightful feature of the Knick-
erbocker Four is uniformity of distribu-
tion of the stations over the dials. When
a curve is plotted of dial settings against
the frequency of the stations a straight
line is obtained. That means that sta-
tions separated by equal frequency differ-
ences are also separated by equal dis-
tances on the tuning dials. This fact
is very convenient because as soon as the
location of one station on the dials is
known, the locations of all the others are
also known. A simple problem in pro-
portion will tell where to search for a
given station when its operating frequency
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POINT-TO-POINT WIRING is used. This keeps leads short and efficiency
high. The rheostats at right control volume and sensitivity.

is known. Another desirable feature of Micrometric dials used on the condensers
the straight line tuning is that the higher make the tuning exceedingly simple.
frequency stations are just as easy to
tune in accurately as the lower. And the Very Good Audio

LIST OF PARTS
Cl, C2-Two Karas Orthometric .00037

mfd. condensers.
LI, L2-One Karas antenna coupler to

match Cl.
L2, L3, L4-One Karas three -circuit coil

to match C2.
AF1, AF2-Two Karas Harmonik audio

transformers.
Sw-One Yaxley filament switch.
PTJ-Two Amsco pin jacks.
RFC-One Samson 85 -millihenry RF

choke coil.
Cn-One Samson neutralizing condenser

(.00003 to .0003 mfd.).
C3-One Sangamo .00025 mfd. by-pass

condenser with clips.
C4-One Sangamo .0001 mfd. by-pass

condenser.
R3-One Amsco 2-megohm grid leak.
RI, R2-Two Yaxley 20 -ohm rheostats.
R3, R4-Two IA Amperites.
Two Karas Micrometric dials.
One 7x18x3 16 inch Micarta panel.
One wooden baseboard, 9 3x17%x;4

inch.
One Mucher binding post strip contain-

ing 7 Fahnestock clips.
Four Benjamin baseboard - mounting

sockets.

AF.2.

PTJ

7.8 Amp
0* a n

;,-,2-0 A, B +-C
-A

RHEOSTATS in the Knickerbocker Four are used for volume control and for
sensitivity adjustment.

Another feature of uniformity that
should not be forgotten is the audio fre-
quency amplification. The quality that is
obtainable with this set is really remark-
able. The thunderous tones of the organ
and the different basses in the orchestra
conic through in a manner delightful to
hear. And this amplification of the lower
octaves has not been achieved by by-
passing the higher notes. Not unless
there was more than enough of the higher
frequencies, because these, too, come out
in full force.

It seems even that compensation must
have been made for the effects of selec-
tivity, because the sibilants and the frica-
tives come through with distinctness.

The imagination of the listener does not
have to supply the esses, the zees and the
tee-aitches, the effs, the vees, and simi-
lar sounds. The loudspeaker, as actuated
by the Knickerbocker Four, supplies them.

Does this strength in the higher audible
frequencies indicate a lack of selectivity
of the receiver? Not at all. The set is
adequately selective to cut through the
locals and receive distant stations with-
out interference. During that delightful
evening of squealless DX hunting there
was also a complete lack of cross talk be-
tween stations, and this despite the fact
that ordinarily WRAF is overwhelming
all other stations in the locality of test.

How is the set with regard to volume
control? If it is able to reach out for
distance stations and yet not overload on
powerful local stations there must be
thorough volume control in the set. There
is in the Knickerbocker Four. Two Tax -
ley rheostats, one in the filament circuit
of the R.F. tube and one in the filament
circuit of the detector tube, are provided.
The provision is adequate for all needs.
In fact, the first rheostat alone is enough
for nearly all cases, and the second rheo-
stat is held in reserve.

Efficiency Factors
How is the receiver in respect to micro-

phonism? A forceful test demonstrated
that it is entirely absent. The receiver
stood on an oak table without any buffers
between. The landing of a heavy fist on
the table did not start the circuit to sing
even momentarily. The absence of any
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When One Tunes the Knickerbocker Four
By Herbert E. Hayden

ringing in this test was due to the spring
suspension of the Benjamin sockets which
are used in the set.

The lack of squealing on the higher
radio frequencies is due to a combination
of circumstances. First is the particular
method used for preventing oscillations
in the first tube. A Samson 85 -millihenry
choke coil shunted with a .0001 mfd.
Sangamo condenser is connected in the
grid circuit of the first tube below the
tuned circuit.

A Samson variable condenser is then
connected' from the plate of the first tube
to the high potential side of the con-
denser -choke combination, or to the low
side of the tuned circuit. This variable
neutralizing condenser is adjusted to such
a value that the circuit will not oscillate
at any frequency but that the first tube
amplifies as much as possible without
unstability.

The second fact that prevents oscilla-
tion in the first tube is that fairly loose
coupling is used between, the plate coil
of that tube and the tuned circuit that
follows.

Automatic Tickler
The third fact is that the tickler is

turned automatically with the rotor so
that the coupling between the secondary
and the tickler is changed in proportion to
requirements. This makes the detector
tube work at maximum efficiency over the
entire band without spilling over into os-
cillation at any point. Since neither the
first nor the second tube can oscillate, the
receiver is squeal free, and since both
the RF tube and the detector work at
maximum efficiency, the set is as sensi-
tive as it is possible to make a receiver
of this type. And the sensitivity attain-
able with this type of receiver is enough
to meet all practical requirements.

It should not be lost sight of that this
receiver employs only four tubes and that
it is regenerative. This combination has
always been looked upon as the greatest
radio value in results for a given expendi-
ture. This particular design of this com-
bination retains all the desirable features
of the circuit and eliminates all the un-
desirable. I for one think it a great set.

The right-hand part of the Knickerbocker
Four includes the audio amplifier and also the
controls of the radio frequency output. The
controls are two Yaxley rheostats, connected
in the filament circuit of the RF tube and
the detector tube respectively.

There is a double advantage in having a
separate rheostat for each of these tubes.
The first is that the RF tube can be cut
out of the circuit completely, a step which
is sometimes desirable. There is enough
coupling between the two stages when the.
filament of the first tube is extinguished to
pass considerable energy over to the second
tuned circuit on strong local signals. With
this and what the second tuner picks up
directly, enough volume for loudspeaker
operation can be obtained without the first
tube contributing any gain. When this is
the case there is no object of operating with
the extra tube at all.

Optimum Detection
The second advantage is that the detector

tube can be operated at its optimum ad-
justment at all times when that tube aloneis on one rheostat.

As is well known, the detecting efficiency
of a tube depends on the grid lealc, the grid
condenser, the plate voltage and on thefilament current. When all of these but
one are constant at some value the most
efficient adjustment of the detector can be
obtained by adjusting the filament current.
Under average conditions the optimum fit-

Upper-The rear view of the Knickerbocker Four. It clearly shows the advantageous
placement of all the parts.

Middle-This is a close-up, looking down from the rear, giving emphasis on the radiofrequency portion. It shows clearly how the primary of the first coil (at right) andthe tickler in the second (left rear) are connected to the shafts of the variable con-densers, and how the coupling and "tickling" are varied automatically as the condensers
are tuned.

Lower-The front view of the receiver is attractively simple. Two condenser dials,two rheostats, two output tip jackets and a filament switch.
ament current for detection is slightly under
normal value. While the adjustment is
rather critical it can be effected very easily
with the Yaxley rheostat provided.

The setting of the filament rheostat, aswell as that of the RF rheostat, also has a
marked effect on the sensitivity aside from
that of optimum detecting efficiency. Since
the tube is regenerative, and since the de-

gree of regeneration depends on the filament
current, the radio frequency amplification in
the detector tube will depend on the setting
of the filament rheostat.

In this respect the tube is much more
sensitive to changes in the filament current
than with respect to optimum detecting ef-
ficiency, and it is advantageous to have a
smooth running rheostat.
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Rescue of "Old Glory" Fliers

THE RECEIVER (above) and the transmitter that were aboard
Old Glory when she made her fatal plunge into the whirling
waters of the North Atlantic. It was the key of this trans-
mitter that Philip Payne pressed in his slow attempt to convey
to the world the general position of the already plighted plane.
This was probably Payne's last living act, for the lives of
Bertaud, Hill and himself were snuffed out soon thereafter.

THE EMERGENCY
transmitter which
apparently was not
given an opportunity
to prove its worth.
It is entirely water-
proof. Everything
from the key, which
is under the little
rubber diaphragm on
top, to the batteries
was inside. The
ground plate and an-
tenna reel were at-
tached to the outside
of the box. A small
code chart is on the
side, to the left. This
outfit was identical
as the one on the
America, the Pride
of Detroit, and the
Royal Windsor.

Nobody Aboard was Proficient at Sendi
Bert E. Smith Demands Law Compell

Regular Operators Aboard Just as Sh
Precaution Could Have Saved Li

[On Tuesday, September 6, at 12:39 P.M,.
E.S.T., the monoplane Old Glory, sponsored
by William Randolph Hearst, took off front
Old Orchard, Me., with three men aboard-
Lloyd W. Bertaud, and James D. Hill, pilots
and I'hilip A. Payne, managing editor of
The New York "Daily Mirror," passenger.
The destination was Rome. In the early
morning of the next day, an SOS was sent
out by the plane. This was followed by the
indefinite information the plane was "five
hours out of Newfoundland, east." Imme-
diately the steamers Carmania, Lapland and
Translyvania rushed to the rescue. For
hours these ships patroled the region where
the distress signal was thought to have
come from, but in vain. On September 12,
the steamer Kyle, which put out on Septem-
ber 10 to search for the missing flyers, re-
ported finding some wreckage off St. John's,
Newfoundland, which they believed to be
part of Old Glory. Communication on Old
Glory up until the last location message was
sent out was carried on with the aid of a
special transmitter and receiver, designed
and constructed by the Allen D. Cardwell
Manufacturing Corporation, 81 Prospect
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.]

By Bert E. Smith
The Allen D. Caldwell Mfg. Co.

The fate of the plane Old Glory has
probably brought the perils of trans -oce-
anic flights more vividly to the minds of
most of us than any similar fatality. It
was the first American plane to be lost
on a trans -Atlantic flight and it was
equipped with every possible safety de-
vice, including a radio installation of the
most elaborate and advanced type.

We have already given a description of
this radio installation in these columns
(September 10 issue), but a brief review
may not be amiss. The main ship's trans-
mitter was a 100 -watt CW affair with two
UV -211 Radio Corporation tubes supplied
with current from a 200 -watt, 1,000 -cycle
generator mounted on the side of the
fuselage. The receiver had four tubes
and utilized the Roberts circuit.

An automatic wind -driven key kept the
call letters of the. plane on the air all
the time when no messages were being
sent or received.

Emergency Transmitter
A completely self-contained spark trans-

mitter, weighing less than fourteen
pounds, complete with kite and kite
string -antenna wire, was close at hand
to be taken into the collapsible lifeboat if
the aviators succeeded in getting clear of
the plane. Altogether no possible safe-
guard which could lessen the risk of the
pilots in the event of trouble over the
sea was omitted.

And yet when something went wrong
five hours after they saw the last of the
coast of America, only the most brief of
distress calls spanned the wind-swept tor-
ment of the Atlantic and then a silence
fell which probably never will be broken.
Nothing was given which would aid ships
to come to the rescue of the pilots except
that they were five hours east of New -
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calculated the plane's position immediately
when the distress call bro'<e the regular
message. Those aboard Old Glory evi-
dently had no time to get their collapsi-
ble boat overboard, for the emergency
transmitter which would have kept them
in touch with the searching liners was
never heard.

Nothing was said in the brief distress
message as to the cause of their trouble,
but it would seem probable that one of
the pilots endeavored to repair whatever
went wrong while the other remained at
the flying controls, and Phil Payne, who
was neither mechanic, navigator nor radio
operator, was told to call for help. Per-
haps he sent the SOS after laboriously
translating the short message into code,
utilizing enough time for coding the mes-
sage to enable a skilled operator to quote
full details of trouble and position. Per-
haps the trouble with the plane was some-
thing which would have been unimport-
ant over land, and the pilots thought they
could fix it before striking the water, as
happened to one of the Hawaiian planes,
where the ship was brought down to with-
in fifty feet of the dashing waves but was
able to make her way aloft again. For
this reason perhaps they did not empty
their gas tanks, and if Old Glory struck
the water with her full load of gasoline
she undoubtedly sank within a minute or
two.

One tremendous lesson is to be learned
from this as well as from other mishaps
-even the most nearly perfect and mod-
ern of safety devices and the greatest
bravery and coolness on the part of the
aviators are of no avail in the event of
trouble if the fliers are incompetent to
operate the devices.

An airplane is a very fragile thing and
unless full news of its plight can be broad-
cast, the passengers have small chance of
surviving in case of trouble. Whether it
would have been possible for the plane to
remain afloat or for the life raft to sur-
vive in the rough seas prevailing at the
time of the crash, which captains doubted,
but they unanimously said that had they
been given a definite position to search
and not the wide locality of the laconic
"Five hours off Newfoundland, East," of
the SOS call, they could have proceeded
with assurance that they. were on the
right track.

No ship is allowed to go to sea without
a skilled radio operator and the same
restriction should be placed on aircraft
flying over the open sea.

Shows in Canada
Four radio shows will be held during

the months of September and October in
Canada. From September 20 to 24, the
Chateau Frontenac Hotel in Quebec will
house one. The Windsor Hotel in Mont-
real will have one from September 26 to
October 1. The last of these shows will
be presented at King Edward Hotel in
Toronto from October 17 to 22. A show
was held in Toronto from August 27 to
September 6. The Royal Alexander Hotel
in Winnipeg also housed a show from
September 6 to 10.

ELSIE MILLER WOOD, pianist, who has recently returned
to WSM, Nashville. Tenn., after a concert tour. Mrs. Wood
is also an accomplished organist. She has served as choir direc-

tor and pipe organist in the east.

Saniuel Kaufman)
CITY OFFICIALS addressed throngs that gathered along
Radio Row (Cortlandt Street), in New York City, during the

special Radio Week held recently by the stores.
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Strobodyne Flings Challe

THE FRONT ELEVATION is attractive to the eye, the National dials gleaming inall their beauty through the illuminated windows, while the switch and sensitivity con-trols are conveniently at right.
[Last week the Strobodyne receiver was

introduced to readers of RADIO WORLD. An
explanation was giisen of the principle on
which it works. The receiver as built and
designed by Robert E. Lacault was de-
scribed. This circuit has aroused nation-
wide enthusiasm because of its remarkable
achievements. One man reported that while
exploring the ether with the set he was
able to receive stations 1,500 miles away
while he himself was in a steel tube under
the river, virtually encased in solid metal, as
far as the radio waves are concerned.
Again, distant reception of the same order
was achieved inside a steel structure in the
tenter of the skyscraper district of New
York City. A man testing the receiver
under the most difficult situations he could
find in the city was clearly elated wills its
performance. An interested spectator im
the gallery asked the man what he thought
of the new receiver. "Why, it is positively
Napoleonic in its mastery of difficult situa-
tions," was his enthusiastic reply. "I have
tried many receivers under the same con-
ditions as this. but this beats them all.
Never before have I experienced such un-
canny sensitivity and such incisive selec-
tivity."[

By Brunsten Brunn
S0 remarkable are the verified reports of

the performances of the Strobodyne that
its achievements are becoming world-famous.
The receiver has only to reach out its in-
visible tentacles toward a given station as
objective and the signals of that station roll
in, say constructors.

Distances melt away before its power just
as the armies of Napoleon's enemies melted
away before the might of the great general
and his brave fighters.

If ever there will be any international
tests of radio reception it surely should be
a Strobodyne that carries off the victory.

At the conclusion of last week's install-
ment of the Strobodyne we were discussing
the balancing of the bridge circuit that has
so much to do with this super -performance.
The bridge minimizes the dependence of the
oscillator circuit on the modulator tuned
circuit.

A Vital Condenser Is C4
The bridge balanced, there will he

no flow of current in the wire connecting the
two. The adjustment holds only for one
frm'e'ienr,' unless the two parts of the in-
ductance coil L2 are accurately the same.
But small deviations will not make any
appreciable difference in the operation of the
Strobodvne. When the bridge circuit has
been balanced with the aid of C3 the lead
from the tap on coil Ll can be connected
to the neutral wire without any interaction
between the oscillator coil and the tuning
coil.

The coil L3 is the plate or tickler coil.
It is coupled to the oscillation coil in such
a manner that the circuit will oscillate. The
larger coil L3 is, and the closer it is to L2,
the more violent will the oscillations be in
the circuit. The number of turns on this
coil and the coupling between L2 and L3
should be adjusted for best results.

The product of the frequency changer is
taken to the IF leads, to which the primary
of an intermediate frequency transformer
is supposed to be connected. A condenser
C4 is connected across the primary to aid in
the selection of the intermediate frequency
and also to by-pass all high frequency com-
ponents in the plate circuit of the oscillator
tube. Without this condenser the circuit
will not oscillate.

The balancing condenser C3 should be as
small as possible in order not to affect
greatly the tuning range of C2. Since the
capacity of C3 is in parallel with C2 it adds
to that condenser and is in effect a large
zero setting capacity. The smaller it is the
wider will be the tuning range of the oscil-
lating circuit.

Advantageous Combination
Since a tube has been saved by combin-

ing the oscillator and the frequency changer
to such great advantage another tube can be
added to the circuit ahead of the frequency
changer. Greater selectivity and distance
can be achieved with this addition. When
this addition is contemplated the question
arises as to what method to use for coupling
the RF tube to the oscillator. The circuit
used in the Strobodyne is shown in Fig. 2.
A change has been effected in the method
of coupling the tuned circuit LIC1 to the
oscillator grid. It has been accomplished
by the introduction of the coil L4, which is
a small coil loosely coupled to the tuned
circuit LICI and connected in series with
the grid lead of the oscillator. Coil Ll in
the tuned circuit is in turn coupled to the
primary L5 which is connected in the plate
circuit of the RF tube. This double coup-
ling avoids the undesirable effects of tuning
the plate coil L5 or the grid coil L4.

It will be noted that the grid returns
of the IFT were left unconnected in last
week's diagram. These should be con-
nected to the arm of the potentiometer.

Two Enough-Third Is Reserve
In a circuit of this type three tuning con-

trols are required. The first is Co, which
is connected across the loop or the secondary
of the first RF transformer. But this does
not increase the difficulty of tuning the cir-
cuit because Co and Cl are put on a com-
mon shaft and are manipulated simul-
taneously. The rotors of both of these con-
densers are grounded, to stabilize the tuning.
This fact also makes possible the use of
a double condenser in which the two rotors
are connected metallically.

The oscillator condenser must be separate
since that will have different settings.

The selectivity and sensitivity achieved
with the Strobodyne frequency changer and
the radio frequency amplifier preceding it

.are very great, and ordinarily it is not
necessary to use more than two interme-
diate frequency stages of amplification. But
sometimes it is desirable to have a little
reserve amplification to draw on, particu-
larly when "shooting" stations located on
the other side of the globe. For this reason
three stages of intermediate amplification
have been included in the Strobodyne re-
ceiver. Rarely will all this amplification be
needed, but there is just as much satisfaction
in knowing that it is available as there is
in knowing that an automobile has more
power than is ever required.

There are amnle volume controls in the
Strobodyne to cut down the volume on
strong local stations.

The several methods of controlling the
volume in the circuit can best be seen from
the circuit diagram of the receiver. This
is given in Fig. 3. The first control is
rheostat RI in the filament circuit of the
first tube. This can be used freely as it is
a very effective control and it has no bad
effects on either quality or selectivity. The
second volume control is the rheostat R2
in the filament circuit of the oscillator tube.
This can only be used to a certain extent
because if too much resistance is inserted
here the oscillations ston and the circuit
ceases to function.

One at Each Level
A third control is the potentiometer R6

in the grid circuits of the intermediate
amplifiers. This controls the volume by
varyinff the grid potential of the IF ampli-
fiers. It is quite effective but it should be
used sparingly since it causes a heavy drain
on the B battery. A fourth control is the
rheostat R7 in the second detector tube.
This can be almost as much as the rheostat
in the first tube.

The next volume control is the variable
resistance R5 across the secondary of the
first audio transformer. By means of this
the volume can be varied from almost zero
to maximum obtainable. The last volume
control is the jack -and -plug arrangement
whereby the loudspeaker can be plugged in
the plate circuit of either the first or second
audio tube.

There is at least one volume control in
each of the three frequency levels, and that
is as it should be. In operating a set like
this, care should be taken that the volume is
so ccntrolled in each level that there is the
least possible distortion. This requires that
the filament current must not be reduced
in the audio tubes to limit volume. Any
operation must be confined to the signal
voltage which is impressed on the grids.
In the intermediate channel some tamper-
ing with the filament current is allowable,
since the signal is still undetected. But it
should not be carried too far.

Interesting Details
R7 is in the final detector and therefore

that affects both intermediate frequency and
audio frequency currents. It used to be
used only when 121 and R5 failed to give
adequate control.

Minimum distortion will occur when the
voli,me is controlled from the in -put side
as much as possible because this keeps the
level of the signal voltage a minimum
throughout the circuit for any given output.

There are other interesting details about
the circuit which are indicated on the cir-
cuit diagram. One is the taY^-4 in -put coil
for adapting the receiver for short and
long waves. For the longer waves in the
broadcast band the entire coil is used and
for the shorter only a part of it is used.
Of course, which one of these taps is used
depends not only on the wavelength but also
on the requirements and on the length of
the antenna in use.
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ge-1.ATapoleon of the

THE NEAT layout
Another important feature is the thorough

shielding indicated in the drawing. One
metal shield surrounds the parts pertaining
to the radio frequency tube. Another shield
surrounds those parts which belong to the
tuned coupling arrangement between the RF
tube and the oscillator. A third shield
surrounds all the parts belonging to the
oscillator. All shielding is made of alum-
inum and is ^rounded.

A feature worthy of special notice is the
absence of grid condensers. None is used
in either the frequency changer or in the
second detector. This is quite unusual. It
is a guaranty against blocking and kindred
troubles, and indicates unusually quiet oper-
ation.

RF Is Neutralized
Neutralization has been used to prevent

radio frequency oscillations in the radio fre-
quency tube on the shorter waves. For this
purpose a small winding Ln, equal to L5,
has been put on the form of Ll, and this
small winding has been connected to a sinb.11
variable neutralizing condenser Cn, which
in turn is connected to the first grid. Very
satisfactory neutralization can be effected
with these devices.

An intermediate frequency filter consist-
ing of condenser C8 and choke coil RFC
has been connected in the plate circuit of the
detector tube to assist the primary of the
first audio transformer to suppress the
super -audible frequencies present in the out-
put of the detector.

The mechanical construction of the Stro-
bodyne receiver can be seen from the pho-
tograph above. All the parts are clearly
labeled to conform to the designation in the
circuit diagram. Note the shields in which
the radio frequency elements of the circuit
are enclosed. In operation these metal com-
partments also have metal lids to make the
shields complete. The remaining parts of
the circuit are placed outside the shields,
and annear a bit crowded, but the arrange-
ment is so orderly that the crowding be -

0 I

of the parts may be viewed in the above photograph.
comes an advantage rather than a source of
trouble. How the interior of the receiver
appears with the shield caps in place and
the tubes in their sockets is shown in last
week's photograph. One of the inter-
mediate frequency coils has been taken
out of its socket.

The plug-in feature of the intermediate
frequency transformers is important in that
it is possible to change the intermediate
frequency to some other value by plugging

1)

in a new set of coils. In certain localities
there might be interference when one fre-
quency is used and the signals may be
entirely clear when another is used. How-
ever, the design of the radio frenuency end
of the Strobodyne minimizes the necessity
for having a suelv of extra coils to avoid
possible interference. This interference is
not at all a matter of lack of :electivity in
the intermediate channel.

(More about the Strobodyne next week.)

Amperite Adapter Removes Guesswork

AMPERITE
ADAPTER
By means of a new device just introduced,

it becomes possible to modernize the old set
without the use of tools or the performance
of a major operation. In fact, not a single
wire within the set is altered: not a thing
is changed; not a single practical fact need
be known about radio: yet the old set is
instantly transformed into a modern set so
far as efficient and simplified operation is
concerned.

Briefly, the new device is the Amperite
Adapter, comprising a base with clips to
take two standard Amperite units complete.
which are thereby connected in parallel so
as to obtain their combined current -Carry-

ing capacity. The Amperite units are se-
lected in order that the combination may
provide the desired amperage for the group
of tubes in the receiver thus controlled.
Combinations are available for the precise
control of any set from the simple three -
tube layout without power tubes, to the six -
tube layout with power tube.

The Amperite Adapter may be mounted
within the cabinet or at the rear or again
near the external storage battery, accord-
ing to preference. It is connected in the
minus A lead, between storage battery and
receiver. No tools are required. The wire
ends clip into place. The only remaining
step is to turn the rheostats of the set full
on. If there are individual resistances or
so-called ballasts, these are short-circuited.

The set is now ready to operate with the
group control of the tube filaments, remov-
ing all guesswork as well as the extra mani-
pulation of antiquated rheostats. The re-
ceiver is started or stopped by means of a
single switch. The longest life is assured
from the tubes, since they are operated at
the currect filament temperature at all times.

The illustrations show what a neat ar-
rangement the adapter makes. The size
of the adapter is a trifle larger than two
mounted amperites side by side.
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A THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK

THERE is one angle that aviators and
aviation enthusiasts probably did not

give much attention to until recently-and
that had to do with radio. With the aid
of radio there is not the slightest doubt that
aviation has been made safer for the man
of the air and vastly more interesting for
the man on the ground.
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Dubilier Announces
Two New Power Banks

Two balanced condenser banks espec-
ially designed for satisfactory service
with present-day power compacts are an-
nounced by the Dubilier ondenser Cor-
poration of New York City.

The Dubilier Condenser Bank Type PL -
574 has been designed primarily for the
Thordarson R -17I Power Compact, al -
thought it is equally suitable for use with
the new Raytheon BH rectifier or the
UX-2I3 or CX-313 full -wave filament rec-
tifiers. The condenser Bank PL575 has
been designed primarily for the Thordar
son R-210 Power Compact, but it is
equally applicable to any other type of
216-B or 316-B high -voltage, half -wave
rectifier layout for operating a UX-210 or
CX-310 type of power tube, together with
supplying the plate requirements of the
usual receiver.

Television
Scenes Sent

Invisibly
By Hutchins Foster

At the Leeds meeting of the British Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science,
John L. Baird, the youthful inventor of a
television machine, demonstrated his latest
development in this new field. This was a
process foe sending pictures by wire and
wireless by invisible rays, or by infra -red
light waves. The process has been called
noctovision because the object whose picture
is transmitted is seated in what appears to
the human eyes as perfect darkness.

By this process Mr. Baird's image was
sent from Leeds to London, a distance of
200 miles, by telephone wires, and the image
was perfectly recognizable as that of Baird
although the inventor was seated in a dark
rootn at the transmitting end of the line.

Flooded With Invisible Light
While the room in which the inventor was

seated appeared dark to the observers it was
in reality flooded by infra -red light intense
enough to affect the transmitting instruments.
The human eye is sensitive to only a very
narrow band of light waves, approximately
one octave.

Above the last visible violet light there
is a world of intense illumination to which
the eye does not respond, though it usually
is injuriously affected by it, but to which
the photographic plate is intensely re-
sponsive.

Below the last visible red light wave there
is another world of intense radiation to
which the eye does not respond as light, and
to which none of the human senses responds
until the waves become long enough to con-
stitute heat waves. These infra -red waves
are relatively inert with respect to the photo-
graphic plate unless this has been specially
treated, and they are also relatively inert
with respect to the photo -electric cell.

Yet in his noctovision Mr. Baird makes
use of infra -red radiation. He bathes the
object to be transmitted with intense sub -
visible light. The object reflects some of
this light and the reflected portion is passed
into a photo -electric cell. This cell con-
verts the light values into equivalent electric
values and noctovision becomes the same as
television of the ordinary kind.

Uses Own Type of Cell
Mr. Baird's contribution lies mainly in the

type of photo -electric cell he uses. Ordinary
cells, as was stated above, are not sensitive
to infra -red light, but Mr. Baird has dis-
covered a method of making these cells re-
sponsive just as the chemists have succeeded
in making photographic plates sensitive to
infra -red light. The method Mr. Baird uses
in this treatment of the photo -electric cells
is still kent secret for patent reasons.

A peculiarity of noctovision is a slight dis-
tortion of the image. 'This is of the same
kind of distortion of light values that occurs
in ordinary photography and is due to simi-
lar causes. We are accustomed to see things
with natural sun light, or with artificial light
resembling it.

Only a certain part of the light is trans-
mitted from the object. and we judge the
ohiect by what it reflects of the natural
light. If we see the same object in light
widely different from sun light the light
values are badly distorted. An examnle of
this is the appearance of objects flooded by
the light from mercury arc tubes. Every-
thing is green -purple. This is because these
colors predominate in the source of light

THE LONDON END of the nocto-
vision demonstration from Leeds,
England, shows the screen on which
the animated image of John L. Baird
appeared after it had traveled from
Leeds over telephone lines. Below is
Baird, youthful television inventor,
demonstrating his latest development,
the noctovisor, to Wm. Miller (seated)

while many are missing entirely. Whennothing but a certain infra -red radiation
strikes the object only that can be reflected;and it is not likely that the same areas onthe object will reflect the infra -red light
as will reflect visible light.

Commercial Prospects
The prospects for wide commercial appli-

cation of noctovision are very promising due
to the peculiar properties of the infra -red
light. Visible and ultra violet light are
absorbed and scattered by fog, dust, clouds
and similar substances. Infra -red light
passes through them. Hence it is possible to
use infra -red light in connection with sig-
nalling at sea in thick weather. This pecul-
iarity of the infra -red light was strikingly
demonstrated while Mr. Baird's image was
being transmitted from Leeds to London.
During the demonstration Mr. Baird was in
telephonic communication with the persons
at the London end he was asked to light a
cigarette and blow smoke. He did so and
all the motions were plainly visible in Lon-
don, but there was no smoke. The infra -red
light passed right through the smoke and
none of the light was reflected by it into
the photo -electric cell.

Midwest Reception
Pleasure to Bullard

Washington.
After making a tour of the middle west-

ern cities, which included Cincinnati, Co-
lumbus, Akron, Cleveland, Detroit and
Pittsburgh, Admiral William H. G. Bul-
lard, chairman of the Federal Radio Com-
mission, reported that reception was very
good there. He also visited the principal
broadcasting stations in these cities, and
found the managers to be very well
pleased with conditions.

Admiral Bullard is the first of the mem-
bers of the commission to return from the
inspection tours.
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Public's Confidence
Finally Won, Says Kent

By A. Atwater Kent
I am gratified at the past, delighted with

the present and enthusiastic over the
future of radio. Great things have been
done. Even greater things will be done.

Two important developments are rapidly
bringing more and more satisfaction to
radio users. One is the working out of
the problem of regulation and allocation
by the Radio Commission. The other is
the production by manufacturers of re-
liable sets and equipment, simplified as to
operation and maintenance, and at rea-
sonable prices. The public no longer hes-
itates to buy radios because of unsatis-
factory broadcasting conditions or be-
cause of uncertainty as to quality and
character of sets.

Entertainment Better
Simultaneously with these developments

has come a great advance in the quality
of broadcast entertainment and in the

number of important, thrilling events of
world-wide consequence brought into the
home by radio-such as the Lindbergh
celebrations, the trans -oceanic airplane
flights, etc. During the last two years
broadcast programs have become better
and better, until now the millions of peo-
ple constituting the great radio audience
may hear the best in music at almost any
hour.

Hand in hand with the foregoing has
come a wider use of radio for educational
and business purposes. Schools are
adopting it. Broadcasting stations are
putting on educational programs for stu-
dents.

Education Grows
The Department of Agriculture, col-

leges and others are broadcasting both
instruction and entertainment in an in-
teresting way, which means dollars and
cents to farmers and business men. While

B AND C ELIMINATOR

AN ATTRACTIVE LAYOUT for a B and C eliminator, using a QRS 85 -mil rectifier
'tube. A high resistance 0 to 300 voltmeter and a 0 to 100 milliammeter are mounted
on the panel so that the voltages applied to the plates via Electrad Truvolts of the
various tubes may be accurate. The two bottom knobs control the Truvolts. The
center knob controls a Carter 1,000 -ohm Potentiometer, used for varying the C bias.

we do not perhaps hear so much about
it, this practical use of radio has, I think,
grown in the same ratio as its cultural
use.

I have been delighted to note that there
is a keen appreciation on the part of the
public of the advantages and privileges it
now enjoys from radio. The public real-
izes that this great growth has been made
possible by the willingness of manufac-
turers, broadcasters and others to spend
millions for development and promotion.
Surveys of their industry indicate that the
public is showing its appreciation in the
most effective manner-by the purchase
of radios in steadily increasing volume.

90,000,000 Listeners -In
Throughout the W rld

Washington.
There are approximately 90,000,000 peo-

ple who now receive radio programs, ac-
cording to a report made to Secretary
Herbert Hoover by Lawrence D. Watson
of the Electrical Equipment Division of
the Department of Commerce. About
18,000,000 sets are used. At least 200,000,-
000 sets would be necessary to serve all
the people, there being five persons to
every set.

"Radio programs have a striking simi-
larity all over the world, and it is not
without some basis of possibility that pro-
grams broadcast throughout the universe
may be expected to prove more popular
than those of local origin," said Mr. Batson.

"More news and some direct advertis-
ing find place in foreign programs and
government communications are formally
presented to the people through the mi-
crophone, but in general a typical Ameri-
can program is likewise typical for any
part of the world."

adio Device Prevents
Train Collisions

A recent demonstration of a special
miniature transmitter designed by Ber-
nays Johnson, to prevent train collisions,
was very successful. The miniature trans-
mitter, which is mounted on the rear of
the train, generates a note of constant
frequency. This is, in turn, picked up by
an antenna mounted on the engine run-
ning behind it. As the rear train ap-
proaches the forward train, a glow lamp
located in the cab, starts to glow. The
nearer the rear train approaches the for-
ward train, the brighter the light becomes.
In this way, the rear train is automati-
cally notified of its proximity to the train
ahead, thereby averting a crash.

More Women Broadcasters
Than Men, Says Report

Baltimore.
There are more women broadcasters

than there are men, according to the pro-
gram files of WBAL, Baltimore's super-
power station. And this, in spite of the
assertion made from time to time by ac-
coustical experts, that male voices lend
themselves better to the intricacies of
radio transmission than do those of femi-
nine quality.

FORD AND GLENN HEARD FROM
WJR

Detroit.
Ford and Glenn, the popular songsters,

known as the "Lullaby Boys," recently
broadcast their premiere program from
WJR. In the past they have been heard
from stations WLS, Chicago, and WLW,
Cincinnati. They will continue broadcast-
ing from WJR at various periods during
the day and night as part of an elab-

orately planned schedule.
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Big New 1928 Catalog -4,000 Items
Standard discounts to dealers. set builders, agents. Writefor free copy. The Barawlk Co., 540.559 Monroe St..Chicago.

There is a
Vitrohm

Radio Resistor
for EVERY circuit

ORE than 90 standard
Vitrohm Resistors and

Rheostats cover the entire resist-
ance1\4need of every socket power
circuit now on the market.
As new circuits and new resist-
ance needs arise, Ward Leonard
will develop new resistor units
scientifically correct for the work
to be done.

Vitrohm Resistors and Rheostats
are guaranteed unconditionally
for continuous duty in any circuit
where they operate within their
watts dissipation rating-and Vit-
rohms have the highest continu-
ous -duty watts dissipation rating
without resistance change of any
resistor.

Bulletin 507 covers Viiroboss foe
radio. Send for it. Thiri Ili

no charge.

Ward Leon rd
ELECTRIC COMPANY

Mount Vernon
onsivoieog N. Y.

Pd! ,
.k*
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Rider Enthusiastic
Over Audio Channel

(Continued front page 9)
The plate of one type P unit is then con-
nected to the plate terminal of Si and to
one side of Cl. The plate terminal of the
other type P unit is then connected to the
plate terminal of S2 and to one side of C2.

he B plus terminals on the two type P
units are interconnected and then connected
to the B plus binding post nearest the in-
put terminals. This is the 135 volt post.
The next B plus is the 180 volt post.

The other terminal on Cl is now con-
nected to the grid terminal of the type G
unit nearest to it, and the lead is carried
on to the grid terminal of S4. The open
terminal on C2 is connected to the grid
terminal on the other type G unit and the
lead is carried on to the grid terminal of
S3. The filament terminals on the type G
units are connected to each other and a
lead brought out to the C minus binding
post nearest the A minus post. The 40 -
volt negative bias for the 171s is con-
nected to this terminal. The plate of S3
is then connected to the plate terminal of

the type Z output impedance, and a lead
is carried on to one terminal of C3.

Terminals Distinguished
The other terminal of C3 is connected to

one of the output binding posts. The plate
terminal of S4 is connected to the other
plate terminal on the type Z -'unit and a lead
is carried on to one terminal of C4. The
other terminal of C4 is connected to the re-
maining output binding post. The battery
terminal on the type Z impedance is then
connected to one side of the milliammeter.
The other side of the milliammeter is con-
nected to the B plus terminal mentioned
previously and designated as the 180 volt
terminal. If when the filament and plate
voltages are applied the milliammeter pointer
does not read correctly, that it reads re-
verse, the leads to the meter should be re-
versed.

The connection of the Amperites into the
circuit is very simple and requires no de-
tailed discussion. However mention must be

(Concluded on page 19)

Use your
Radio to

electrify your phonograph
-attach the Pacent PHONOVOX

YOU WILL experience a revelation in phonograph reproduction when you have heard
your favorite records reproduced through the Pacent PHONOVOX-a better phono-

graph pick-up device.
Ask your dealer to demonstrate this greatest radio -phonograph accessory of the year!
See how easily and quickly it is attached-without tools or changes in wiring! He will
gladly show you how you can secure the equivalent of electric phonograph reproduction
at a cost of only $12.50.

Sold and demonstrated by dealers everywhere

PACENT RADIO CORPORATION
156 West 16th Street New York

Makers of the famous Pacent Balanced Cone

Radio World's CLASSIFIED ADS for Quick Action
10 Cents a Word -10 Words Minimum-Cash With Order

75 MILES ON 1 GALLON-Amazing New
Moisture Mileage Maker. All autos. 1 Free!
CRITCHLOW, A-48, Wheaton, Ill.

DIRECT FACTORY SALE-Wholesale prices.
Tremendous Savings. Selling direct to you. Here
are some of our many items: 30 Henry Choke,
100 M.A., $2.19; 10 Henry Choke, 400 M.A., $5.48.
Power Transformers for all kinds of Eliminators
and for all types of. A.C. Tubes, at Special Low
Prices. EVERY ITEM FULLY GUARANTEED.
Promptly shipped, upon receipt of order. Send for
free illustrated catalog today. Todd Electric Co.,
Inc. (Manufacturers) 36 West 20th Street, Dept. D,
New York City.

HOW TO USE AC TUBES. Complete data
in the August 6 issue of RADIO WORLD. Sent
on receipt of 15c. RADIO WORLD, 145 W. 45thSt., N. Y. C.

VALET AUTOSTROP RAZOR-The only razor
that sharpens its own blades. Highly polished
nickel -plated, self -stropping Valet AUTOSTROP
Razor, with one blade, in velvet lined metal case.
Leather strop especially prepared, and complete
outfit in neat, lithographed carton. Mailed post
paid on, receipt of 50c. SPECIAL: Send $2 for
one-third of a year subscription for Radio World
(yearly price $6), mention this particular ad, and
complete "Pal' set will be sent as a premium.
If already a subscriber, your subscription will be
extended three months. THE COLUMBIA PRINT,
145 West 15th Street, New York City.

Do you want to complete your files for Radio
World 1-Any copy that you missed during the
past Summer will be supplied @ 15c, the copy,
or any 7 copies for $1.00, or you can start your
subscription with any issue. Circulation Dept.
Radio World, 145 W. 45 St., New York City.

DATA ON the new Raytheon rectifier cartridge
appeared in the May 21 issue of RADIO WORLD.
Send 15c for this issue or begin your sub. with
this issue. RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th St.,
New York City.

BETTER THAN ANY FIXED LEAK is the
Bretwood Variable Grid Leak. It allows adjust-
inent of grid voltage to maximum sensitivity for
reception of far -distant signals, with distortion.
The Improved 1923 Model De Luxe Bretwood
Grid Leak, $1.75; or $2.25 for Grid Leak with
Bretwood Bullet Condenser attached. The North
American Bretwood Co., 145 West 45th Street,
New York City.

HOW TO BUILD RADIO WORLD'S Four -Tube
Universal Receiver fully described by Herman
Bernard in the March 12, 19 and 26 issues ofRADIO WORLD. Send 45c and get these three
numbers. RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th Street,
New York City.
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(Concluded from preceding page)
made of the connecting wire, because of its
importance to the fan constructor. The
Celatsite wire is recommended heartily be-
cause it greatly facilitates wiring. It is
stranded and therefore flexible, yet when
once "put" it stays "put." Furthermore the
wire is tinned and soldering is easy. Last
but not the least the insulation will not
burn when touched with a hot iron, an ex-
perience frequently encountered by all wire -
men when working in close quarters.

The discussion thus far was based upon
DC filament operation, the source of fil-
ament potential being a storage battery or
some similar unit. Let me state, however,
that AC operation is perfectly satisfactory.
that is AC upon the filaments of the four
tubes and a B battery eliminator for the B
supply. With raw AC applied to the fil-
aments and eliminator B supply, this unit
is truly an AC operated device. To incor-
porate AC filament wiring, the small wiring
diagram should be used. Only the filament
circuit need be changed. All of the other
connections remain intact.

Transformer Facts
The small drawing shows the method of

connecting the filament lighting transform-
er to the filament circuit. If originally pro-
vision was made for DC operation with
amperite control, the amperites can be re-
moved from the circuit by simply removing
the cartridges and securely shorting the two
posts on each mounting. The transformer
should be capable of furnishing 3 volts at
2 amps. The condensers connected across
each leg of the low voltage side of the fil-
ament lighting transformer are 2 mfd Aero-
vox filter condensers rated at 200 volts DC.
The midpoint tap is connected as shown,
to the C plus and B minus terminals. When

J
Better by Far

Than any fixed leak in the detector
circuit is the

BRETWOOD

The New Dret
wood with Con hookups, supplied with each pur-
dealer Attaohed. chase. just fill out and mail the(L

act
esa

ual
than half attached coupon.elm/

Don't Send a Solitary Cent!
The Bretwood Leak may be baseboard or panel
mounted. Works the same in any position. No
fluid used.- -
North American Bretwood Co.,
145 West 45th Street, N. Y. City.
Piesso mall me at once one New and Improved 1929 Model
Do Lugo ilretwood Variable Grid Leak (price, $1.75) and
ALLOOil ono Bretwood 11,111,1 Condenser (50 cents extra),
for which I will pay the coma. $2.25 on receipt. Bothmust be the genuine Dretwood articles. imported twinEngland.

VARIABLE
GRID LEAK

Bemuse it allows adjustment of grid
voltage to Me)(MUM] sensitivity for re-
ception of far -distant signals, while
permitting faster discharge of electrons
when rewiring strong local stations, thus
preventing distortion from this muse.
Therefore a Bretwood Variable Grid
Leak means more miles plus best pos-
sible tone quality, without any extra
tubes. .1 patented plastic and foolproof
plunger Insure permanence in holding
any desired resistance setting from .25
to 10 gohms, as well as very long
life of the leak itself. As no grid leak
con function any better than its grid
condenser. be sure that you use a feak-
proof Bretwood Bullet Condenser, of
mica dielectric, and of .00025 mid.
capacity (another precision product, Ac-
curate to plus or minus ORO oer cant.).
Get those two parts and also get our

FREE

NAkiki

STREET ADDRESS

CITY

IIOY. l I 7

STATE

AC operation is used, the designations on
the A terminals are of course ignored.

The tubes used in the input stage are two
1A and the output tubes are two 171.

With respect to the operation of the am-
plifier very little need" be said. The P and
B plus terminals of the input should be con-
nected to the plate and battery terminals
feeding the first audio stage in the receiver.
That is, the primary of the push pull in-
put transformer should be the load placed
upon the first audio tube in the receiver.
If the amplifier is to be connected directly
to the detector tube, the plate connection
in the detector circuit should be carried to

the P input terminal and the battery con-
nection for the detector tube should be con-
nected to the B terminal on the input unit.
Provision for volume control has been pur-
posely omitted from the amplifier, since its
position may well be in the radio frequency
circuit.

With the correct A, B and C voltages
applied to this audio amplifier the results
will surprise the listener. I feel so certain
about the excellence of this amplifier that
I'm willing to answer any and all types of
correspondence pertaining to this amplifier,
even if it takes all my spare time. Address
questions to the in care of RADIO WORLD.

GG

AMPLIFIER
TYPE
M-28

TYPE M-26
1.5 V.

OS AMP

AMPLIFIER
TYPE

M-26

(226)
Fil. Volts 15
Fil. Amp. 105
Plate Volts 90-135
Not to Exceed....180

LIST PRICE
$3.00

RADIO
TUBES

Announcing
A. C. TUBES

Alternating Current
Using raw A.C. on the Filament or Heater
and can be used in any set specifying
these types. The M-26 is used in the radio
and audio frequency stages and has a
standard base. The N-27, of the separate
heater type is used as a detector or ampli-
fier and has a five -prong base. Will give
superior results and maximum useful life
in any set designed to use A.C. tubes of
this type.

Write for particulars.

C. E. MFG. CO., INC., Providence,

TYPE N-27

21:75.5VAMP.

I I 1II 11

DETECTOR
TYPE

N-27

(227)

Heater Volts 2.5

Heater Amps 1 75

PLATE VOLTS
As Detector 45

As Amplifier -90-135
Not to Exceed....180

LIST PRICE
$6.00

. I., U. S. A.
Largest Plant in the World Making Radio Tubes Exclusively

Take Your Choice of 7
Other Publications
For NEW RADIO WORLD Subscribers Ordering NOW
Radio World has made arrangements
-To offer a year's subscription for any one of the following publications with one year's
subscription for RADIO WORLD-
RADIO NEWS or POPULAR RADIO or SCIENCE AND INVENTION or BOYS' LIFE
or RADIO DEALER or RADIO (San Francisco) or RADIO AGE.

This is the way to get two publications
-for the price of one:
-Send $0.00 today for RADIO WORLD
-for one year (regular price
-for 52 numbers)
-and select any one of the other
-nine publications for twelve months.

-Add $1.90 a year extra for
-Canadian or Foreign Postage
-Present RADIO WORLD subscribers
-can take advantage of this offer by
-extending subscriptions one year
-if they send renewals NOW I

Radio World's Special Two -for -Price -of -One Subscription Blank
RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th Street, New York City.
Enclosed find $6.00 for which send me RADIO WORLD for twelve months (52 numbers),
beginning and also without additional cost, Popular Radio, orRadio News, or Science and Invention, or Radio Dealer, or Radio (San Francisco), or
Radio Age, or Boys' Life (or $10.10 for a two-year subscription to ono address). No other
premium with this offer.

Indicate if renewal.
Offer Good Until
Nov. 20, 1927.

Name

Street Address

City and State
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BLUEPRINTS OF

INEXPENSIVE

DX RECEIVERS
THE FIVE -TUBE DIAMOND

OF THE AIR, a very selective cir-
cuit of thrilling tone quality, that
brings in distant stations to the
great delight of the fans, is easily
built, in fact can be constructed in
a couple of hours. The authorized
blueprints that make this speed and
efficiency possible are just off the
press and will be shipped at once,
together with a booklet of full tex-
tual exposition of construction, in-
cluding winding of coils, how to con-
nect coil terminals, what values of
condensers and resistors to use, etc.
If you want a tone quality set that
will give you great enjoyment, be
sure to build this five -tube Diamond
of the Air. The receiver consists of
a stage of tuned radio frequency
amplification, a specially sensitized
detector, first stage of transformer
audio and next two stages of re-
sistance audio. It is easily adapted
to playing phonograph records on
your speaker. Get acquainted with
this NEW delight.

THE FOUR -TUBE DIAMOND
represents the most that is obtain-
able from four tubes. A stage of
tuned radio frequency amplification,
a specially sensitized detector, and
two stages of transformer coupled
audio. Follow the diagrams as
shown in the blueprint and you
can't go wrong. You will be
amazed at the results. Build the
set from parts that you have. Full
instructions cover utilization of
such apparatus. Thousands are
eager to build an economical set and
this one is the most economical in
cost of construction and upkeep,
where one considers the surpassing
results. Works splendidly from bat-
teries, with either type 99 or type
01A tubes, and can be used with
A and B eliminators, power packs,
etc., with great success.

Look Over Both of These
blueprints and read the text in both
cases before choosing the receiver
you are to build.

SEND NO MONEY!
Just fill out the coupon below, and

note what you get FREE I

Guaranty Radio Goods Co.
145 West 45th Street, New York City

Please send me one newly -printed official
blueprint of the 5 -tube Diamond of the
Air, one newly printed official blueprint of
the 4 -tube Diamond, and the textual data
giving full directions for constructing these
sets. I agree to pay the postman 75 cents
on delivery. Also, you are to send me, with-
out extra cost, one Auto Strop Safety Razor,
one blade and one automatic razor strop.

Name

Address

City State

Radio University A FREE Question and An -
sewer Department con-

ducted by RADIO WORLD
for its yearly subscribers
only, by its staff of Experts.
Address Radio University,
RADIO WORLD, 145 West
45th St., New York City.

When writing for information give your Radio University subscription number.

WHAT IS A band pass filter? I see
that such devices are now recommended for
the intermediate frequency amplifier.

(2) What are the advantages of band
pass filters in such receivers?

(3) Can these devices be made at home?
(4) If they can be made at home will

you kindly explain the details and give the
necessary constants?

SPENCER WILLIAM S.
Fort Worth, Texas.

(1) A band pass filter is a combination
of condensers, inductances and resistances
which will pass a certain band of frequen-
cies without much attenuation and which
will suppress all frequencies lying outside

Glees special book -ups with Illustrations.
Rig New 192 8 Catalog -4,000 Items i
Shows big savings on standard radio parts 1/00/eups/j4
complete sets, kits. Be sure to get this -.
thrifty book before you buy. Wr ite letter. or postal NOW

ndard Amounts to dealers.I. Maid.", agent,
BAHAWIK CO., 129-132 N. Jefferson, CHICAGO, U.S.A.

Interesting Issues of
Radio World

MAY 14.-The distinction between volt-
age and power amplification, by Spaulding
Spencer. Operating the Six.Tulte Adams -
Griffin Shielded Set, by Dana Adams -
Griffin. (Part II.)

MAY 7.-Part I of the Six -Tube Adams -
Griffin Shielded Set, by Dana Adams -
Griffin. How to remove squeals in Super -
Heterodynes by employing the 54 degree
angle method, by John L. Barrett.

APRIL 30.-The Equamatic mixer which
can be used with almost any "super" coils,
by Herman Bernard.

' APRIL 23.-How to measure the cut-off
in the resistance AF, by J. E. Anderson.
Constructional data on the Melo-Heald. an
eleven- tube Super -Heterodyne, by Her-
bert E. Hayden, (Part II). Part IV of
the four-part article on how to obtain best
results with the Nine -in -Line Super -Het-
erodyne, by Lewis Rand.

APRIL 16.-Part I of the description of
the Melo-Heald Super -Heterodyne. by Her-
bert E. Hayden. Part II of discussion
on the Nine -in -Line Super -Heterodyne, by
Lewis Rand.

APRIL 9.-A five -tube shielded set em.
ploying, transformer AF, by Herbert E.
Hayden. Part -II-of constructional data on
Power Compact, by Lewis Winner. Part
II of the four-part article on the Nine -
in -Line Super -Heterodyne, by Lewis Rand.

APRIL 2.-(Fifth Anniversary. Number)
Part I of the four-part article on the
super -sensitive Nine -in -Line Super -Hetero-
dyne, by Lewis Rand. The three -tube
compact, a simple one -dial, three -tube re-
generative set by Iasper Henry. Part I
of the two -part -article on n Power Com-
pact, the B eliminator with a stage of
power audio frequency al.11111111CaLiv.1 by
Lewis Winner.
15 cents a copy-all seven issues for 80

cents
Radio World. 145 W. 45th St.. N. Y. City

this band. The limiting frequencies are
called the cut-off frequencies.

(2) The advantage of the band pass filter
is that selectivity can be obtained without
cutting off the higher frequencies in the side
bands, thus preserving quality.

(3) These devices cannot be made easily
at home, for it is difficult to adjust them to
a specified intermediate frequency at mid -
band and specified cut-off frequencies. Fa-
cilities must be available for measuring and
adjusting all capacities, inductances and re-
sistnces that go into the network. The im-
pedances between which the filter is to work
must also be known before the design can
be given. * * *

THERE IS a persistent squeal in my
Super -Heterodyne receiver when I tune in
WHT, which spoils reception of that sta-
tion. I have tried many things suggested
to me by Super -Heterodyne fans but have
found no relief. What is the cause of the
trouble and how can I remedy it? The in-
termediate frequency of the filter in my set
is supposed to be 110 kilocycles.

FRED OLSOKN,
Chicago, Ill.

The trouble you are experiencing has been
called secondary interference or image in-
terferennce. Your receiver is probably beat-
ing with station WHA of Madison, Wisc.
This station is operating on 940 kc and
WHT is operating on 72ekc. The difference
of your intermediate frequency. This is the
condition for the production of squeals be-
tween the two on one dial setting. You
have another choice of oscillator setting for

SpecOectylgain/
EROVox

Buill Benet"

70 Washington St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

T
SFor all circuits.

Get our Special
prices and save.

Send no money. Pay postman.
All RADIO WORLD Kits.

DIAMOND of the AIR KIT....$37.50
Send for FREE RADIO CATALOG

B. C. L. RADIO SERVICE CO., INC.
221 FULTON STREET NEW YORK CITY

METALLIZED
7-M Td."*A

ni 1 1
FIXEDRESISTOR

FILL OUT AND MAIL NOW
SUBSCRIPTION BLANK

RADIO WORLD
RADIO WORLD 145 West 45th Street, New York. City

(Just East of Broadway)

Please send me RADIO WORLD for

please find enclosed
SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
Single Copy $ .15
Three Months 1.50
Six Months 3.00
One Year, 52 Issues 6.00

Add $1.00 a Year for Foreign
Postage; 50c for Canadian Post.
age,

months, for which
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getting WHT, and this may be clear. The
best remedy in this case is to introduce ad-
dtional selectivity in the radio frequency
level, either with regeneration or with an-
other tuned stage of RF.

* *

HOW many stages of intermediate fre-
quency are best in a Super -Heterodyne? I
note that some recommend three stages and
others four.

(2) What is the best volume control in
a Super -Heterodyne, filament current con-
trol in the IF grid bias control, or grid
input control with a potentiometer?

(3) Is there any other method which may
be better than any of those mentioned
above?

(4) Is it possible to get enough volume
with only one stage of audio amplification
in a Super -Heterodyne?

(5) Is it advisable to install a tuned radio
frequency tube ahead of the first detector?

EINO SAPPALA,
Duluth, Minn.

(I) The number of stages to use depends
on the location and on the purpose of the
receiver. If stations up to only 1,000 miles
are required, three stages will be enough.
For greater distances it is well to add an-
other stage. A three -stage IF amplifier
is much simpler to control than a four -
stage.

2) In the IF amplifier one of the best
volume controls is a filament rheostat in
the first IF tube. The high resistance po-
tentiometer is also very good, provided that
the frequency is not too high. The grid bias
potentiometer serves a useful purpose.

(3) Perhaps the best volume control of
all is a variation of the coupling between the
pick-up coil and the oscillator coil. This
requires that the pick-up coil be placed on
a shaft and that a knob be provided for
it on the panel. The volume can also be
controlled with a rheostat in the filament
circuit of the first detector tube or the RF
tube.

(4) Yes, it is possible to get enough vol-
ume with a single stage of audio amplifica-
tion, with an efficient detector and a trans-
former having a ratio of about 6 -to -1. The
danger is in overloading of the detector tube,
particularly when the grid condenser and
leak method of detection is used. With a
single stage of amplification at audio fre-
quency all the distortion which is intro-
duced by the second tube and the extra
transformer will be eliminated.

(5) It is not only advisable to install a

Specified for the

Victoreen
Among the important details for successful
set operation install:
Yaxley No. 10 Midget Switch. Over a mil-
lion now in use SOc each, .
Yaxley No. 760 Double Pole, Double Throw
Jack Switch P.20 each
Two Yaxley No. 416 Pup Jacks 2 for 250

At Your Dealers
YAXLEY MANUFACTURING CO.

O South Clinton Street, CHICAGO

MAR -CO DIALS

radio frequency amplifier ahead of the first
detector, but it is sometimes necessary in
order to rid the output of the Super from
a lot of squeals. Radio frequency amplifi-
cation and increased selectivity in the RF
level are the only practical means of elimi-
nating the interference. The added stage
also adds greatly to the sensitivity of the
set and is valuable from this angle.

Trade Mark Rea'd. U. S. Pat. Office

CONDENSERS
Made to stand up year in and
year out without deterioration.
Made for uncomplaining satisfac-
tory service. Cased in metal
cases to allow all by-pass and
filter condenser cases to be
grounded, for best and most hum -
less operation. Specified by all
leading engineers and radio -edi-
tors and in particular for the
new VICTOREEN Set.

Send for circular W-9

-**\ Tobe Deutschmann Co.('
Cambridge, Mass.

New!

---

and Much etter
The prongs arc completely enclosed and
can't spread. No more socket trouble to

. shoot!
After all, a socket's only job is to provide
a perfect contact. The Eby three point
/mg spring contact is the most scam,
ti cally perfect type known.
Easy to mount above or below Bakelite,
Wood or Metal panel.
Used by leading manufacturers and speci-
fied in most of the popular circuits.

List Price 40e

The H. H. Eby Mfg. Co.
Incorporated

4710 Stenton Ave., Phila., Pa.
Makers of Eby Binding Posts

The new ,,speeially treated
wood panel of real beauty and
merit that meets all panel re-

'quirements. Recommended by
leading radio engineers. Write
for descriptive information.

THE LIGNOLE CORPORATION
SOS S. Dearborn St. Chicago. Illinois

IT'S 0 TIME

NOW!
Artists of note are tuning their

various instruments for wonderful
winter programs I Are you ready
to receive their offerings? Will you
get all the quality they will put into
their music, regardless of where they
are? If you want to be sure of
quality, selectivity, distance and sta-
bility-you will build a Victoreen
Super-the real sure way to recep-
tion satisfaction.

Victoreen Radio Frequency
Transformers

No. 170-For Storage Battery Tubes
No. 171-For Dry Battery Tubes

Actually timed to one-third of one
per cent., these high precision instru-
ments offer the builders of "Super"
Sets the assurance of freedom from
oscillation, howls or squeals and a
minimum of B Battery, consumption.
Due to their exclusive construction
features, stray fields are eliminated,
enabling the transformers to be
placed in close relation to each
other. Victoreen Transformers have
well been called the Heart, of' the

.Super Circuit.
PRICE: $7.00 EACH

Victoreen 112 Audio
Transformer Unit

This unit is worthy of its place in
the Victoreen Circuit and renders a
marvelous offering in tonal quality-
presenting all the intimate natural-
ness of the original program.

Designed to handle up to 400 volts of B
Battery supply, this unit is especially
adapted to the Western Electric conespeaker or similar types. The transformer
consists of two stages of Audio amplifica-
tion in one case and is designed for use
with two 112 power tubes.

PRICE: $22.00
Write Today for 1928 Blue Print

of the Victoreen Circuit

%Ise
V

7P9N9t9E
,25n2820 CHESTERAN:g A.m.NL,'t./1110

'WALKER a.
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Thousands Write On
WGY's 100 -kw Programs

WG1', Schenectady, conducting com-
parative tests, using alternately 30 kilo-
watts and 100 kilowatts and used 100 kilo-
watts for an entire hour.

Several thousand letters were received
and are now being analyzed by engineers
and statistical experts. With very few
exceptions the 100 -kilowatt transmissions
appear to have met the favor of the radio
listeners. The single complaint is that
fading continues on high power in most
places where fading is observable on the
30 -kilowatt transmission. However, to
offset this are thousands of letters in
which it is stated that the 100 -kilowatt

signals come in with the volume and
clearness of local stations, overriding
every form of Summer -time interference.

Many who live outside of the limits
of any "local" station, informed WGY
that they received pure, uninterrupted
signals for the first time since early
spring.

Local Reception No Different
Reception in Schenectady and imme-

diate vicinity appeared to be little dif-
ferent under the 30 and 100 -kilowatt con-
ditions. Radio receiving sets which were
selective enough to tune out the 30 -kilo -

Parts Enable the NEW

"KNICKERBOCKER 4"
To Deliver Truly Amazing Results

THE WONDER RECEIVER

2 Karla Orthometrie Extended Shaft .00037 mid.
Variable Condensers are used In the KNICKER-

BOCKER 4. Prise, each. 57.00.

2 Kara, Harmonlk Audio Transform-
ers give the KNICKERBOCKER 4 Its
tremendous volume and purity of tone.

Price. each. 55.

I Kama 3-CIrcult Inductance. price
55.50 (this 3-CIrcult Inductance Is
the heart of the KNICKERBOCKER
41

I Karas Equamatic Inductance Coll.
Price. $4.00.

THERE is no question about results
when you build the KNICKER-
BOCKER 4 described and illustrated

in detail in RADIO WORLD. It surely steps
out and delivers! This marvelous new
4 -tube receiver has all the volume ordi-
narily expected from a 5 or 6 -tube set.
Its tone is rich, powerful, sonorous and
clear as a bell. As a distance getter it
is a wonder. In selectivity it equals the
finest super. And for ease of tuning and
simplicity of operation you can't beat the
KNICKERBOCKER 4; it is in a class all
by itself.
Why Is the KNICKERBOCKER 4 So

Much Better?
The circuit used in the KNICKERBOCKER 4 is new-
different-better than any other 4 -tube circuit ever de-
signed. And simpler. Instead of having to make ad-
justments in the detector circuit with an extra control,
this is automatically accomplished with the dial of the
tuning condenser in this circuit. The turning of this dial
gives absolutely hair line adjustment of the Karas 3 -Cir-
cuit Inductance and Karas Condenser both at one time.
There never was such a circuit for simplicity of opera-
tion-ease of tuning-satisfactory results.

Karas Parts Are Vital to Its Success
The KNICKERBOCKER 4 was built around Karas Parts
and no others will give you the same results, so be sure
to use the following Karas Parts when you build this set:
2 Karas Orthometric S.F.L. Ex-

tended Shaft .00037 mfd. Vari-
able Condensers.

2 Karas Harmonik Audio
Transformers.

1 Karas Equamatic Inductance
Coil.

1 Kara. 3 -Circuit Inductance.
2 Karas Mkrometric Vernier

Dials.
Your dealer can supply you with
these Karas parts and the other
standard parts you will need to
build this receiver. Begin to
build it today. You know the
quality and straight frequency
line characteristics of Karas
Orthometric Condensers - the
splendid volume and purity of
tone provided by Karas Harroonik Transformers-the re-
liability of Karas Inductance Coils and 3 -Circuit Induc-
tances-and the 1.1000th of an inch control furnished by
Karas Micrometric Vernier Dials. So be sure to order
these Karas parts, so as to make sure of 100 per cent
performance of your KNICKERBOCKER 4.
Write for complete, detailed information about the
KNICKERBOCKER 4- wiring instructions-everything
you need in the way of information. Mailed free, on
request. Address

2 Karas Micrometric Ver-
nier Dials, price, each,
$3.50, give the KNICK-
ERBOCKER 4 I -1000th
of an Inch tuning control.

KARAS ELECTRIC COMPANY
4039 -ID North Rockwell Street, Chicago, Ill.

watt signals and pick up outside stations
have no difficulty in tuning out the 100 -
kilowatt signals and bringing in outside
stations within 20 kilocycles of WGY's
frequency.

According to Martin P. Rice, director
of broadcasting for the General Electric
Company, the 100 -kilowatt transmitter
delivers a more reliable and clean-cut sig-
nal to receivers that formerly had received
the 30 -kw. and 50 -kw. broadcasts from
WGY considerably marred by ground
noise and static. While many listeners
report less fading, apparently an equal
number report no change noticeable in
regard to fading. The outstanding com-
ment is that the 100 -kw. transmitter de-
livers the program free from static and
loci! interference.

Digest of First Glimpses
In a preliminary survey of 1,000 reports,

the letters were divided under the head-
ings: "exceptionally good," "good," "fair"
and "poor." In the first group were gath-
ered those who reported no fading and
exceptional reception. Under "good"
were counted those who reported fading
so slight that it was no bar to the en-
joyment of the program. The "fair"
classification included those who found
considerable fading but reported enjoy-
ment of program. Letters reporting poor
reception were assembled in the "poor"
group.

PICTURE RATE BY INCHES
Facsimilies of trans -Atlantic messages

within the next year will be sent at a
certain rate per square inch or page, in-
stead of the word rate, General James G.
Harbord, president of the Radio Corpora-
tion of America, recently prophesized.

Graymore Radio Corp.
New York's Largest Radio

Distributors
We Carry 114 Standard Lines

Send for Catalogue and Discounts
192 Liberty Street, New York, N. Y.

ACCESSORI
at WHOLESALE

Radio Sata..1O Eliminators, Chargers
Tubes 510 Parts-everything nenv 4CC

Radio ei loceet wbolesalwricea. Thou.
Book"r g d ibfg r -

Catalog and FREE Cal
192 Page. of valuable Radio in-

toirr.P2 of kinds.Write today. Danny senwairreseaa Yam.
AMERICAN AUTO & RADIO MFG. CO.

Dont. 19 s American Radio Bldg.
I.naas City. Missouri

Ath
TAU%

Subscribers : Look at the
Expiration Date on

Your Wrapper
We do not like to take your name from

our subscription list without specific in-
struction to do so, because many of our
readers wish to keep a complete file of the
paper.

Please therefore, look at the subscription
date stamped on your last wrapper, and
if that date is earlier than the issue con-
tained in the wrapper, please send check
to cover, your renewal.

In this way you will get your copies
without interruption.

Subscription Dept, RADIO WORLD, 145 W.
45th Street, New York City.

BIG NEW 1928 CATALOG -4000 ITEMS
Shows the latest circuits, the newest tie-
velopment s In radio at startlingly lowprices, Oct the parts you want here nod
.100 money. The best to parts, kits, com-
plete factory -built sets 1111(1 supplies. Or.days filled same day reeeked. Write for free euPY NOW
Standard discounts to dealers, set builders, agents.
RARAWIK CO., 540.559 Monroe St., Chicago. U. S. A.
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Push Pull
Input

Transformer

The

New Symphonic Push Pull
gives great power with quality

-v-OU who love rich bass notes
and tonal brilliancy will find

this beautiful pair of Samson
brush - copper - finished audio
units-Push Pull Input Trans-
former and Push Pull Output
Impedance have brought back

into its own the push pull circuit, which eliminates tube harmonics.
With two type 171 -power tubes having put 180 -volts on their plates as much undistorted

volume can be obtained as with a type 210 tube having 400 volts on its plate in an ordinary
amplifying circuit-and two type 210 tubes can be used with these units for dance -hall
volume.

The Samson Symphonic Push Pull Input Transformer will satisfactorily work into tubes
up to 50 watts capacity. Unfiltered AC current may be used on the filament in push pull
circuits without hum in either first and second stages, or both stages. The Push Pull Output
Impedance eliminates the distortion always found in any transformer-no matter how well
it is made. Price per pair-$19.50.

For those desiring to use more than one stage of push pull the new Symphonic Inter-
stage Push Pull Transformer, Type Y is now available. Price-$14.00.

This is the first announcement of the availability of these units for public use.
Send for free reprint article on a complete audio amplifier.

SAMSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
Main Office:

Canton, Mass.
MEMBER R. M. A.

Factories at Canton and Watertown, Mass.
Manufacturers

Since 1882

DEPEND A BLE "B" RATTERY POWER

100. Volt Edison it.lettmot.
NonDestructive, Rechargeable "B" Battery
Noah charger. Shipped dry with solution, $12.
140 Volt with charger, $17.
SEND NO MONEY-PAY EXPRESSMAN
Write for our Free Illustrated 24 -page Booklet

SEE JAY BATTERY COMPANY
913 BROOK AVE. NEW YORK CITY

Cone Speaker
KIT,
(Including stand)
Kit Includes 1 front sheet
(cloalgned), I back sheet, 2

metal Baffle Rings, I mount-
ing bracket, 1 sot Apex fit-
ting., I POWER'rONE
UNIT, 1 stand, 1 tube
cement, 1 set screw., nuts,
etc.; lull Instructions. Can
be assembled by anyone to
hall hour.
Al Your Deale or Direst on notelet of Cheek Sr money

Order.rs Jabber, and Dealers, WrIto

Powertone Electric Co.
220 Fulton Street, New York City

Powertone
$12.0036" Giant

Do you want to complete your files for Radio
World t-Any copy that you missed during the
past Summer will be supplied B tic. the copy,
or any 7 copies for $1.00, or you can start your
subscription with any issue. Circulation Dept.
Radio World, 145 W. 45 St.. New York City.

S2100 intelligent questions

S2100 correct answers'

Ratings of 62 celebrities

and S
THE SUPER -TEST

S
Series

The second question book
SS

S
THE

,,;;;;I;;;;; : 5S

Sent poatpald for $1.60.

THE COLUMBIA PRINT
145 W. 45th St., New York City.

PARTS,
110011VOPS. LOG -4,000 ITEMS.

BIG NEW 1926 CATA-

SE'r Standard dl se o U nta to
dealers, set builders.

ecrewrstan agents. Write for frog easy.
Barawlk Co.. 549.855 Monroe St.. Chicago

FREERADIO
CaMli &Guid'

End Radio Bothers
DO YOU KNOW what's. wrong when your radio

set Isn't working right 1 Ten to ono. you don't.
Twenty to no. you would If you had a copy of

Hoff's Radio Trouble Finder
Eve, hear of H. H.

Hoff, radlol rIcian, of
Philadelphia ? He was
one of the very first
"radio bugs" and has
been building and
studying sets ever
since. And now, out
of his broad experience.
this man has written

book to tell radio
owners how to keeptheir sots working right.

He tells In plain words and illustrations how asot Is made, what the parts are called, what arethe few usual troubles and time to Co thorn. Thenhe lists 109 troubles that sometimes happen andtells how to detect and Ilk each ono.
The book Is a regular cyclopedia of radio in-formation --only It's In language anyone can under-

stand. Read It five minutes and you'll know more
about radio than you over dreamed of.

You Need This Book
It will save you many a repair man. It will

sere you hours of guessing and fussing and fuming.It will help you keep the tone of your sot alwayssweet and strong. It will keep you from losingmono programs. And, best of all-
Fr WILL MAKE YOU STOP SWEARING MUCH

TO THE SURPRISE OF YOUR FAMILY
because radio repairs are expansive. Why hire themdone when you eon easily learn how to keep your
sot from needing them?

All It Costs Is $1
Send cash with your order anti you got alsoDictionary of Radio Terms and tho latest list ofRadio Broadcasting Stations with call totters andthe new Portent Radio Commission wave lengths.
Send your dollar today while the copies last.
WALT C. WHITE, Distributor

Quincy Bldg., Chicago

World "A" Power Unit --$12.75
Automatically provides even, unvnrving "A" current fromyour light socket. Absolutely noiseless. Assures full tone'Monty from your of and wider D. N. range. FamousWORLD quality-at loss than half of the cost of any simi-lar equipment. Shipped complete, sublet to Inspection onreceipt of price, or C. 0. D., if you wish. 25 amp. Unitfor sets of 4 tubes or loss. 612.75. 60 amp, unit forsets of 5 tubes or more. 915.75. 5% discount tf cash 1nfull Is sent with order. Rend order today. World Ratter,Cm. 1915 So. Wabash Ave.. Dept. 82. Chicago.
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BUILD THE

The Napoleon of the Air
1

N its conquests of even the most
difficult feats of the ether, the
Strobodyne is so command-
ingly successful that it has

come to be called The Napoleon of
the Air.

If there is one thing that the
creator of the First Empire stands
for in history it is achievement un-
der adverse conditions-sheer, over-
powering mastery. And the Strobo-
dyne is just like that, too.

While Corsica gave the world a baby
named Bonaparte, it was France that
blazed the heavens and the earth with
that achieving giant of small physical
stature-Napoleon, the impressive war-
rior.

And it was France, too, that produced
the pioneering radio engineer, Lucien
Chretien, to whose genius in the still
wider pursuits of peace the world is now
indebted for the Strobodyne.

This modest engineer, discovering the marvelous effectiveness of a new principle in radio reception, falter-
ingly confided his secret to a few friends. One of these friends was Robert E. Lacault, who persuaded Chretien
to permit him to impart all the information to the American public.

Reluctantly the modest Chretien submitted-but a 1 ucky thing it was for the home constructor of radio
sets, foR it has resulted in the world-wide imparting of full details on how to build this majestic circuit. It was
Lacault who Americanized and popularized the receiver-the same Lacault who distinguished himself in war
as an Army engineer, and in peace as the originator of the famous Ultradyne. And it was in France, too, that
he first beheld the sunlight.

America takes off its hat to France and to the Strobodyne!

Ability to eceive F r Distant Stations as a
Matter of Course, Rather Than as an Event,
Is a Distinguishing Trait the Strobodyne

Fill Out and Mail This Coupon NOW!- .
"STROBODYNE"
230 Fifth Ave., New York

I enclose 50c. for one copy of the official con.
struction book, giving all data on the STROBO-
DYNE, and all supplementary information.

Name

Address

City

State

O

Manufacturers Whose Parts Are Specified for the Strobodyne
Hammarlund Mfg. Co., 424 W. 33rd St., New York City.
General Radio Co., 30 State St., Cambridge, Mass.
Radio Electric Laboratories (R. E. Lacault), 1931 B'way, New York City.
Allen D. Cardwell Mfg. Corp., 81 Prospect St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Electrad Inc., 175 Varick St., New York City.
Radiall Co., 50 Franklin St., New York City.
Micarta Fabricators, Inc., 309 Canal St., New York City.
Dubilier Condenser & Radio Corp., 4377 Bronx Blvd., New York City.
C. E. Manufacturing Co., Inc, 702 Eddy St., Providence, R. I.
Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co., 120 S. Sangamon St., "Chicago, Ill.
X -L Radio Laboratories, 2426 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, Ill.
National Co., Inc., W. A. Ready, Pres., Malden, Mass.
Lester F. Muter Co., 76th St. & Greenwood Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Carter Radio Co., 300 S. Racine Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Belden Manufacturing Co., 2300 S. Western Ave., Chicago, Ill.
D. H. Fritts & Co., 604 Hearst Sq., Chicago, Ill.

Address All Inquiries to "STROBODYNE," 230 Fifth Ave., New York


